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Synthesisof ObjectModels
from PartialModels
Marco Alberti
Dipartimento di Ingegneria,Universitadegli Studi di Ferrara
Via Saragat,1 - 44100Ferrara(Italy)
telephone:+390532974894 - email: malberti@ing.unife.it

1 Introduction
Model-based Objeet Recognition is one of the key problems in Computer Vision.
One of the most widely aeeepteddefinitions of the problem is:
"Given a model of an objeet, and data in which the object may be present,
discover whether, and where, the object is present in the datan.
Tbis definition assumesthe model itself of the object as part of the data of the
problem. In those easesin wbieh, für same reason,the availability of the model is
not easy to aehieve,an automatie model eonstruetionproeedure might be useful.
In praetieal eases,the representation of model of the object to be reeognized
is strongly dependent on the nature of data used for recognition. For example,
für visual searehin range images a representation of objects in terms of surfaees
and relations among them is orten the most suitable. Most of the automatie model
eonstruetion methods proposed in literature are designedto fit a partieular dass of
models [6, 7].
In tbis paper an approach to automatie modeleonstruetionis presented wbieh
makes extensive use of the Constraint Satisfaetion Problems paradigm, exploiting
its generality to aehieve a wider range of applieability. In fact, the eoneepts the
work is based upon are not even intrinsieally linked to Computer Vision: no striet
assumptions have been made about the nature of the primitives used to deseribe
the models, and the relationsbips among them.
This is made possible by assuming the data of the model eonstruetion problem
to be descriptions of parts of the objeet, of the samenature of thai of the resulting
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complete model, which is built by a synthesis process. With this assumption, it is
possible to treat the primitives used für model description as parameters, so they
do not affect the algorithms here proposed directly. In other words, the problem
here formulated and, to some extent, solved, is that of building the model of an
object abstracting from the peculiar features of its representation.
The partial models (in the following, views) are expressed as CSPs. This
choice allows für very general and flexible representations,which can take advantage of the extensive research work on CSPs of the recent years (also applied to
Computer Vision: see, für instance, [5]). The resulting model is, as weIl, a CSP,
obtained by establishing a correspondence between its elements and the views'
elements, so to maintain the relations.among.elements.
The model synthesis problem is, itself, stated as a CSP.
For the problem solution, two algorithms have been implemented, and tested
in a common problem in Computer Vision.
This paper is meant to only give a quick survey of the approach: further details
can be found in [3].

2 Problem representation
To achieve higher generality, the concepts involved in the problem formulation are
defined at the highest possible level of abstraction, avoiding mentioning apriori
hypotheses about the kind of primitives chosen tor the model representation.

2.1 (partial) Model representation
A (partial) object model is definedascomposedby:

.

Elements: a finite set of entities which are considered atOInic at the chosen
level of abstraction;

. Attributes: meant to representfeaturesof n-ples of elements,attributes
are functions which have an n-ple of elementsas argumentand an mdimensionalvector of values(where m is the dimensionof the attribute).
Value'scomponentsare boundedopenintervalsin ~ für real attributes(so
to take into accountpossiblerepresentationlmeasurement
errors)and elementsof a discretesetfür discreteattributes.
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.

Relations: describing relations among elements, relations are defined in the
usual mathematical ways, i.e., an n-ary relation is a subset of En, if E is the
elements set.

Given such representation, it is straightforward to expressthe model as a CSP,
where E is the set of variables, A and R define constraints respectively over and

amongelementsof E.

2.2 Labeling
A labeling function defines the correspondence between a view of an object and
a (complete) model. For any given element of a view the value of a labeling
function is the correspondent element of the model.
Among the possible labeling functions, the only relevant für the purposes here
considered are those which do not raise contraddictions in the ~odel: für example,
if the views' elements are surfaces, two elements having different values of the
unary shape attribute (say, triangle and square) cannot be labeled with the same
model element.
Having the nations of compatibility für attributes and relations been defined,
it is possible to define a compatible labeling as a labeling of a view's elements
with model elements such that an attributes' values and relations of the view's
elements and of the labeling's image are compatible.
If there exists a compatible labeling of a given view with a given model, the
view is said to be a view 01 the model.
Notice that compatibility constraints imply that only view-invariant attributes
and relations can be used für views and model descriptions.

2.3 Problem statement and solutions
The problem considered here can thus be stated as:
""Given a set of views of an object, find a model such that an of the views are
view 0/ the model".
In the following, we will refer to this as a model synthesisproblem.
A solution to the problem is defined by both the model and the labeling functions for the views.
For any model synthesis problem, there is at least Olletrivial solution, obtained
by the juxtaposition of the views. This is achieved by constructing a model such
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that each element of each view is labeled with a distinguished element of the
model. Obviously, this solution is of no use (and no interest).
It makes more senseto search für solutions by performing a better synthesis
of views, Le., by labeling elements of different views with the same element of
the model, keeping the view 01 relation between the views and the model valid.
The set of an the possible solutions is quite buge für practical problems. However, we identify two classesof especially significant solutions among them: minimal solutions, whose model has the minimal cardinality compatible with compatibility constraints; and correct solutions, whose labeling is coherent, Le., if two
elements of different views represent the same entity of the object, then they are
labeled with the same element of the model and vice-versa.

3 Searchingtor solutions
For solving the synthesis problem, two algorithms havebeen developed.
The first, implemented in SWI-Prolog [1], is designed to search tor minimal
solutions and is based on a standard backtracking approach.For limiting its computational complexity to a tractable size, it has beennecessaryto devise a trade-off
which does not guaranteeminimality, but has proved satisfactory in the tests which
have been TUn.
The second, implemented using the CHR [4] library of SICStus Prolog [2],
follows a constraint-based approach, using compatibility constraints to build the
labeling functions and exploiting a configurable heuristic procedure to guide the
choices. The experimental results of this algorithm (for both correctness of solutions and performance) are heavily influenced by the quality of the information
available as data.
However; it is worth to remind that both of the algorithms find actual solutions
of the synthesis problem: thus, if the set of views taken as data is representative enough, all of the synthesized models are acceptabletor Object Recognition
applications.

Acknowledgments
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LamIna,für her continuoushelp and guidanceat an thestagesof my work.
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This work engage in arithmetic operation in numeration system with irrational base ß, where ß is the cubic golden mean, i.e. real foot of equation
X3 = X2 + x + 1, it is approximately 1.8392.Arithmetic with irrational base
ß > 1 yields interesting phenomenons,which cannot be observed in usual
systemswith natural base.
Basic term, which we will be working with, is the ß-expansion. A ßexpansion of a number x > 0 is its representation in the form of an infinite
sequence x = Xkßk + Xk-lßk-l
+ . . . + XIß + Xc + X-Iß-,l
+ . . . , which can be
computed by the greedy algorithm. Coeficientsin the ß-expansionobtained by
the greedy algorithm are integers from the set A = {O, 1,. . . , [ß]}. Real numberg having a zero fractional part in their ß-expansionare called ß-integers.
The set of all ß-integers is denoted by Zß.
Except from ordinary ß-expansion,we define für number 1 Olle more rep-

resentationin powersof ß - the so called Renyi developmentof number 1
[RN]. This expansionsignificantlyinfluencespropertiesof the set Zß - while

für ß E N, ß ;::: 2, Zß is equal to the set of all integersZ, für ß ~ N are sets Zß
and Z different.
Ifwe inspect the distancesbetweenneighboursin the set Zß, we will find out
that für most values of ß the set {x I x is distance betweennighbours in Zß}
is infinite. Values of ß having finite set of distances between neighbours in
Zß are called "ß-numbers". A ß E R, ß > 1 is a ß-number if and only if its
Renyi's developmentof 1 is eventually periodic. Every ß-number is an algebraic
integer.
There is another differencebetweennatural and irrational base:in a system
with natural base every combination of admissibledigis forms aß-expansion,
whereasfür the case of irrational base there are substrings which are not allowed to appear in any ß-expansion.These forbidden combinations of digits
can be simply characterizedjust by meansof Renyi's developmentof 1.
The most studied "ß-number" is the golden mean T = ~.
Properties of
Zr are weIl described becauseZr can be equivalently defined by projection of
points of Z2 lying betweentwo parallellines with slope T. The coeficientsin a
1
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7-expansionof arbitrary x > 0 are 0 and 1; substring 11is forbidden. There are
two possible distances between neighbours in the set Zr: A = 1 and B = 1/7,
moreover the infinite sequenceof distances in Zr can be simply generatedby
substitution mIes A f--t AB, B f--t A, starting from A.
In contrary to Z, the set Zp für ß ~ N is not closedunder addition, subtraction and multiplication, the result of these operationsdoesnot even need
to have finite number of fractional digits. It is still open problem to describe
the set of all numbers ß, für which the result of addition, subtraction and
multiplication of every pair of ß-integers is finite. In [FS] it is shown that
the greatest real foot of the equation yn = an-lyn-l + ... + alY + ao,where
an-l ~ an-2 ~ ... ~ al ~ ao ~ 1 belangs among theseß. The golden mean as
wen as the cubic golden mean are roots of equationsof this type.
When we perform arithmetic operations in thesenumeration systems by
computer, we will need to know how much memory it will take to store the
result, Le. the maximal number of fractional digits that can arise. For addition
and multiplication we denote these maxima by Le(ß) and Ldß) respectively.
Values Le(ß), L0(ß) are known für samequadratic irrationalities [GMP]:

2
2m

r m-n+l
m+l

2

wherem E N
wherem E N
wherem,n E N, m>n

1

The aim of this work is to describethe set Zp for ß - cubic goldenmean
and to find out values of Le(ß), L0(ß). From now on the symbol ß will stand
für the cubic golden mean.
First of all we will mention same properties of ß-integers. Digits in the

ß-

expansionof an arbitrary number are 0 and 1, the forbiddensubstring of digits
is 111.That is why areal number xis aß-integer if and only ifits absolutevalue
lxi can be written in the form lxi = E~=oaibi, whereao,ab'" , an E {O, I} and
the product aiai+lai+2

= 0 für 'Vi = 0,1, . . . , n -

2. Severalsmallestelements

of the set Zß are drawn on the Figure 1.
The distancesbetweenneighbouring elementsof the set Zß take only three
values: A = 1, B = ß - 1, C = 1/ ß. The sequenceof gaps in Zß can be
interpreted as an infinite ward in the alphabet {A, B, C}. It is interesting to
mention that this ward is invariant under substitution
A f-t AB

B f-t AC

2

C ~ A.
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Figure 1: Severalelementsof the set Zß
An example which shows that Zp is not closedunder addition is the ß
expansion of 2 = 1 + 1 = 10.001.
We have investigated two methods to obtain the upper bounds for Lffi(ß)
and L0(ß). Becauseß3 = ß2 + ß + 1, we canwrite alsoß4 = 2ß2+ 2ß + 1 and
similarly an arbitrary power ßk can be representedin the form
ß

k

= Fkß 2 + Gkß + Hk,

.

where Fk,Gk,Hk E Z.

(1)

Z[ß] is a ring, becauseit is closed under addition and multiplication. Since
Z[ß] is dense in JR,we have Zß

~ Z[ß]. Let us note that Z[ß] can be obtained

by the projection of the lattice Z3 on a properly chosenstraight line in JR3.
We denote the other roots of equation X3 = X2 + x + 1 by ß' and ß". They
are in modulus less than 1 and ß' = ß". The mapping y = a + bß + Cß2 t-t
y' = a + bß' + Cß,2für a, b,c E Q is the isomorphismbetween the fileds Q[ß]
and Q[ß'].
For obtaining the upper bound on Lff) and L0 the following statement was
crucial:
Theorem

1. 11xE Zß' then

(3)
Let x, y E Zß. be ß-integers, such that x + y > 0 and letus define z :=
I w $ x + y}. Sincethe biggest gap in Zß is 1, we may rewrite

max{w E Zß

x + y = z + r, wherer (the fractional part of the result of x + y) satisfies
Z[ß], 0 $ r < 1. We have r = x + Y - z and thus according to Theorem 1,
Ir'l = Ix'+ y' - z'l $ Ix'l + ly'l + Iz'l $ 3h.
Note that the set 'R := fr- = a + bB+ cB2 I. a.. b.. c E Z. 0 < r < 1. Ir'!
< 3h1
..is finite. Explicit listing showsthat the ß-expansionof any rEn haBno more
than six fractional digits.
rE

.
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The elements of Rare only candidates für the fractional part of a SUfi
on Zß. We obtain the estimate L$ ::; 6. Similar method was used to get the
estimate L0 ::; 6.

In order to explainthe secondmethodof estimation,we haveto point out
the propertiesof the sequence(Fk)godefinedby equation(1). It is easyto see
that Fa = Fl

= 0, F2 =

1 and Fk+3= Fk+2+ Fk+l + Fk für any k = 0,1,2, . . . .

NumbersFk are sometimescalledTribonaccinumbers.Everynatural number
m can be expressed as a combination of Tribonacci numbers m = E~=3 aiFi,
where ai E {O, 1} and the product aiai+lai+2 = 0 for Vi = 3,4, . . . , n - 2. This
fact enables us to prove another important theorem:

Theorem

2.

For any u E Z[ß] there exist z E Zß' K, L E Z such that u =

z+K+Lß.
In particular, any SUffi of ß-integers x, y can be written as x+y = z+K +Lß.
Using the isomorphism mapping and Theorem 1 Olle obtains the relation

IK + Lß'I = Ix' + y' - z'l ::; 3h.

(4)

Again, the set of K + Lß satisfying (4) is finite. This implies that there
exists a finite set F such that Zß+Zß C Zß+F, Le. Zß+Zß can be covered by
a finite number of shifted copies of Zß. Inspecting the ß-expansions of elements

in F, we have deduced LfI) ::;8 and similarly L0 ::; 8. We concludethat the
first method provides better estimate on LfI) and L0.
In order to obtain the lower bounds on LfI) and L0 it is sufficient to find
suitable sumjproduct of ß-integers. For example
1001011010+

1001011011

= 10100100100.10101

110100100101101* 110100100101101= 110010001000100001001001011011.0011
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Mechanizing proofs in Homological Algebra*
J. Aransayt

C. Ballarin+

J. Rubiot

Abstract
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in Symbolic
Computation in Homological Algebra and Algebraic Topology. An essential tool für the design of algorithms in this field is known as Basic
Perturbation Lemma (or BPL, in short). We report hefe on our project
of constructing a mechanizedproof of the BPL, by meansof the Isabelle
tactical theorem prover.

1

Introduction

Kenzo [2] is a software system, written under the direction of Sergeraert,
für Symbolic Computation in Algebraic Topology and Homological Algebra.
Kenzo has a great computational power that has allowedto obtain sameresults
(specifically,homology groups) which bad neverbeendetermined before, using
neither theoretical nor computational methods. The basis für this successis
the intensive use of functional programming techniques,which enable in particular to encodeand handle at runtime the infinite data structures appearing
in the algorithms in Algebraic Topology (see[8, 9]).
In order to increasethe reliability of the system,a project was undertaken
to formally analyze fragments of the program (seeSOllefirst results related to
algebraic specification of data structures in [4]). As apart of this more general
plan, we searchfür certified versionsof samecrucial fragments öf the program.
"Partially supported by DGES PB98-1621-C02-01
tDepartamento de Matematicas y Computacion.
Universidad de La llioja.
Edificio Vives.
Galle Luis de Ulloa s/n.
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+Institut für Informatik. TechnischeUniversität München. 80290 München (Germany).
ballarinQin.tum.de
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Due to the importance of functional programming, the tactical theorem prover
Isabelle [7, 6] was chosenas a tool to mechanizeDur approach. As a first task,
we focus on the Basic Perturbation Lemma, a result from homologicalalgebra
which is presented in the following section, and more exactly, on a previous
lemma presented in section 4, an important step in the way to a full proof of
the BPL (for fundamentals on homological algebra see,für instance, [8]).

2

The Basic Perturbation

Definition

Lemma

2.2. Let D* be achain complex. Aperturbation of the differential

dD. is a morphismof gradedmodules6D. : D*

--+

D* suchthat dD.+ 6D. is a

differential für the underlying gradedmodule of D*. Aperturbation 6D. of dD.
satisfiesthe nilpotency condition with respect to a reduction (f, g, h) : D* =>
C* if the composition 6D. 0 his pointwise nilpotent, that is, (c5D.0 h)n(x) = 0
für an n ENdepending on x.
Theorem 2.3. Basic Perturbation Lemma - Let (I, g, h) : D* ::;.. C* bea
chain complexreduction and tJD.: D* -+ D* aperturbation of the differential
dD. satisfying the nilpotency condition. Then a new reduction (I', g',h') :
D~::;.. C~ can be obtained wherethe underlying gradedmodulesof D* and D~
(resp. C* and C~) are the same, but the differentials are perturbed: dD~ =
dD* + 8D*, do~ = do* + 8°*' and 8°* = 1</>8D*g;f' = I</>; g' = (1 - h</>8D*)g;
h'

= h</>, where

= L::o( _1)i(8D*0 h)i.

</>

Since the statement of the BPL in modern terms [1], plenty of proofs have
beendescribedin the literature. We are interestedin a proof due to Sergeraert
[8]. This proof is separated in two parts.
Part 1. Let 'l/;be E~o( -1)i(ho<5D.)i. From the BPL hypothesis,the following
equations are proved: 4>h= h'l/;; <5D.4> = 'l/;8D.; 4>= 1 - h8D.4> = 1 - 4>h8D. =
1 - h<5
D.;

'l/J

= 1-

<5

D. h4>

= 1-

'l/;8

D. h

= 1-

8D. 4>h.

Part 2. Then, and only by using the previous equations,the BPL conclusion
is proved.
2
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3

Algebraic

structures

in Isabelle

Isabelle [6] is a theorem prover developedat the University of Cambridgewhich
provides a tool to interactive proof, specification and verification in higherorder logic. Our main initial interest is to formalize in Isabelle mathematical
structures such as chain complexesand morphisms. Sincethe algebraic structures that appear in the proof of the BPL are quite involved, we first focus on
an elementary example: semigroups.
The formalization is based on the work by Naraschewskiand Wenzel [5],
where signatures are record types. The implementation of structures in Kenzo
was made also trough records with functional fields. In the particular caseof
semigroups,we start with the following type definition.
record

'a

semigroup

=

lI'a

carrierll

+prod::

lI'a=>

'a=>

'all

This gives only the signature of the semigroup. In order to include the axioms
für semigroups, we specify a predicate which is true on the records of type
semigroup on which the axioms of areal semigrouphold. It is düne in the
following Isabelle definition.
constdefs

semigroup :: "\<lparr>carrier
prod ::
\<dots>

::

' a set

t

'a \<Rightarrow>
'a \<Rightarrow>
:: 'b\<rparr>
\<Rightarrow> bool"

"semigroup S \<equiv>
\<forall>x
\<in>
\<forall>y
\<in>
\<forall>z
\<in>
prod S (prod

'a,

carrier
S.
carrier
S.
carrier
S.
S x y) z = prod S x (prod S y z)"

This specification appropiately restricts the axiom to the carrier set of the
concrete structure. This allows the convenient construction of arbitrary car-

riers: they are not restrictedto types on higher orderlogic. Note that this
.

construction usesthe facility of dependentsets,which was provided by Florian
Kammueller [3]. From this basis, it is possible to operate with semigroupsin
Isabelle, and für instanceto prove that the cartesianproduct of two semigroups
(with the canonical binary operation) is also a semigroup.This kind of results
are necessary,with more complex structures, to mechanizea proof of the BPL.
3
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4

Mathematical

structures

für the BPL

An additional benefit of the use of Naraschewskiand Wenzel'sperspectiveto
formalize algebraic structures is that they are easily extensible. This allows
algebraic specification with inheritance. For instance, both the declaration
and the specification of the structure Group can be constructed from that of
Semigroup, as it is shown in the following Isabelle fragment.
re cord

=

'a group

lI'a

semigroupll

inv

::

"' a \<Rightarrow>

one

::

'a

constdefs
group
::

"\<Iparr>carrier
prod
inv

::
::

\<dots>
"group

G \<equiv>

::

'a
'a

+

'a"

'a

set,

\<Rightarrow>

'a

\<Rightarrow>

::

'b\<rparr>

semigroup

G (inv

'a,

\<Rightarrow>
one

::

\<Rightarrow>

'a,

'a,
bool"

G \<and>

G x)

x

= one

(\<forall>x.

prod

(\<forall>x.

prod G (one G) x = x)"

G)

\<and>

Then, it is easy to understand how the algebraic structures für the BPL can
be constructed step-by-step. From Group to Abelian Group and from this
to Differential Abelian Group (an abelian group G endowedwith a group
homomorphism d : G --+ G such as d 0 d = 0). This is "almost" achain
complex (only the degree information is missing there). We conjecture that
the main parts of the BPL, more concretely, of the secondpart of Sergeraert's
proof previously evoked,could be establishedin this more general setting.
While developing step-by-step the data structures, the constructions on
these structures should be also produced in a modular (and."extensible") way.
For instance, the cartesian product construction on semigroupsshould be extended to the cartesian product (direct sum) of chain complexes. At that
stage,the first important lemmasto prove the BPL would be stated. Our first
objective would be to prove the following result, an auxiliary lemma to Dur
foreseenproof of the BPL.
Theorem 4.1. Let A* and B* betwo chain complexessuchthat A* is endowed
with a homotopy operator h (that is, h : A* - A*, degree1, such that:
dA.h + hdA. = idA.). Then the tripie (P2,i2, (h, 0)) : A* EBB* :::;. B* is a
reduction, whereP2 is the canonical projection and i2 the canonical inclusion.
4
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5

Conel usions

The preliminary studies realized up to the date show that Isabelle can be a
suitable tool to mechanizeproofs in a complex application field as constructive homological algebra. The benefits für increasingthe reliability of software
systems as Kenzo [2] are quite obvious, if certified versions of the algorithms
are produced. On the other side, to confront theorem provers with such complicated data structures and processesseemsachalienging and fruitful task.
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Motivations
Distance constraints occur in numerousapplications, für instance in molecular conformation problem or in the optimal designof mecanicsystems.These
constraints are orten only a subpart of a more complex constraint system.
The global form of the quadratic equation system to salve is :
k=p

t5;j

= 2:)xl - X/)2
k=l

where p is the dimension of the euclidian space, Xik is the ke coordinate of ie
point ~ and 8ij is the euclidian distance between Pi and Pj.

More precisely,consider n points of an euclidian space,für which an approximation of the euclidian distancesbetweensamepairs of points is known. The
coordinates of these points and the distances are bounded by finite values,
that.is to gay an interval [~,xP is associatedto fach coordinate and fach
distance. The aim is to prune the domains of the coordinatesto removeinconsistant values that do not verify distance constraints. Classical filtering
algorithm (eg. 2B-consistency,Box-consistency[12, 11, 6]) usually achievea
very paar pruning on such constraints. We propose hefe two specific algorithms to handle distance constraints. The essentialpoint is the introduction
of redundant constraints and a more global filtering.
Before going into the details, let us explain why classicalfiltering techniOllPR
Rrp lJnRhlp
-

to elo thiR ioh-

LOC'.R.lfiltp-rinQ"- mp-thods

are based

on a

1. ~ (resp. x) stands für the lower(resp. upper) bound of the domain of variation of x.

1

~
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relaxation of arc-consistency[l]. The main drawbackof thesemethods comes
from their local processing.Then, the notion of point itself is lost during the
pruning process.
A simple example
Let us consider a quad ABC D where E is the middle of segmentCD:
A(O,O),B(8,0), C(xc,Yc), D(XD,YD), E(xE,YE)
BC = CE = DE = 2, AD = 3, CD = 4, AB = 8
Dxc = [-20,20], DyC =[-20,20]
DXD= [-20,20], DYD= [-20,20]
DXE = [-20,20], DYE= [-20,20]
Then we have the following underconstrainedsystemof distance constraints:
Cl :
(xc - 8)2+ YC2= 4
C2:
(xc - XE)2 + (Yc- YE)2 = 4
Cs:
(XD - XC)2 + (YD- YC)2 = 16
C4:
(XD - XE)2 + (YD- YE)2 = 4
Cs:
XD2 + YD2 = 9
where the unknowns are the coordinates of the points C, D and E. Figure 1

J
FIG. 1 - Comparison of the results tor 2B-consistency,3B-consistencyand
3B-consistency over triangles with redundant constraints
showsthat neither 2B-consistency(external box) nor 3B-consistency(middle
box) are able to achievea relevant pruning of the domain of E. The instan2
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ciation of each coordinate by a value of its domain satisfies the constraints
hut no acceptableinstanciation of both coordinatesof E exists.
A refinement of the filtering
In distance constraint problems two types of entries can be distinguished:
the domains of the coordinates of the points, für which we want an optimal
filtering and distancesrelations. Thesedistancesrelations may not alwaysbe
satisfied since all triplet of distancesrollst at least verify triangular inequalities. To ensurethis property we can acidthe following redundant constraints:
\-I'

.

v't,J,

k.
E

[1 ]

""/"""/"

..n: 't ., J .,

k { (jij < (jik + (jjk

(jij ~l(jik -

(jjkl

Table 2 showsthe results2 of the filtering using theseredundant constraints
für the precedentexample.

FIG. 2 - Comparison of the resultsfor different experimentations
A polynomial time algorithm für computing a closure
The bound-smoothingalgorithm[5], basedon Floyd's shortest path algorithm[14],
provides a secondway to improve the filtering of distance constraints. This
algorithm computes distance graph closure(seefig. 3). So, we introduce a
filtering procedure to prune coordinates domains each time a distance damain is updated by the closure algorithm. The filtering procedure usesthe
projection function defined by local filtering methods.The point is that the
warst casecomplexity of this algorithm is independanttram the size of the
domains. This algorithm achievesa significant filtering hut does not ensure
2B-consistencyover the whole system.
Introduction of the barycenter für triangle filtering
The introduction of redundant constraints using triangle isobarycenter improves also the filtering of the domains of the coordinates.The coordinates
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FIG. 3 - Distance graph 01the instanceI is closedby the algorithm to generate a new closedinstanceL,.

of the barycenter are defined by a simple linear function of vertices coordinates. The property of the closureallows us to introduce an approximation of
the distance between the barycenter and each vertex of any triangle. So the
following set of constraints is generatedfür each triangular system ~PjPk :
(XG
(XG

Cijk =

(XG

-

-

Xi)2
Xj)2
Xk)2

+ (YG+ (YG+ (YG-

Yi)2
Yj)2
Yk)2

-

XG

-

YG

- 8~
'J
J k)
(28;k+ 28~.
+
28Jk
- 8;k)
(28~.

!
9
1
9
tJ
!
(28;k
9
1
. Xj

k - 8~.
+ 28~
J
'J )

+ Xk)
(Xi +
I
3 (Yi + Yj + Yk)

Therefore, a 3B filtering can be performed on each triangle für which the
barycenter constraints have been generated. Note that these constraints add
implicit angular information that may improve the filtering quality in many
cases. However slow convergence cycle may occur in a triangle whereas it not
appears on the initial system. The figure 4 shows that this method provides
a better filtering than usual methods and how it might be costly.

FIG. 4 - A global consistency JOTthe exemple

Further work concerns the integration of these algorithms in the more
general framework introduced in [15].
4
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1

Introduction

Current Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) are resource consuming 8Jld not suitable for
thin clients such as mobile devices. Therefore, Gur aim is to design 8Jld prototype a
PKI based on the concept of proof-carrying certification that C8Jlbe used efficiently
from a constrained mobile device. From a more theoretical point of view, we are also
interested in proving the consistency of Gur system 8Jld its validity in terms of security
: we will use a formalism like the 7r-calculus[l] to formally prove Gur assumptions.

2

Background

2.1. LightweightDevices
The lightweight devices have limited processing power, memory, local storage and
speed of network link and are typically mobile devices such as PDAs[2] and Java
Phones[3]. These mobile devices will be used as part of our test bed.

2.2

Public Key Infrastructure

Asymmetrie cryptography[4] uses a matching key pair to secureelectronic commerce
transactions. The private key is meant to be kept secret by its owner, while the public
key needs to be made available so that any user who wants to use it can find it. The
main problem with this scheIDeis public key distribution: how can Alice be sure that
she's using Bob's public key in order to secure the transaction she's conducting with
hirn ? In other words, how to bind a public key to a user ? This can be düne by using
a digitalcertificate[5], a document that is the electronie equivalent of physical proofs
of identity and that is issued by a trusted authority (certificate authority) and stored
in a directory. The infrastructure composed by all these entities is called a Public Key
Infrastructure.
The majority of current Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs) are based on X.509(6]
and while this technology is suitable für many existing applications, the limited processing power, storage and network connectivity of mobile devices makes full-blown
X.509 unsuitable for most mobile applications. Considering the hierarchical model
of X509, a mobile application must first retrieve a whole chain of digital certificates
(called certification path) and check it to be ahle to use the certificate she requested.
Then to be sure that none of them haB been revoked [7], Olle may have to check the
revocation status of the certificates.
The most widely used mechanism to check if a certificate haB been revoked is
to go through a CRL (Certificate Revocation List), issued by a certificate authority.
However, this data can get very large (several megabytes) and therefore, downloading,
validating and using a CRL on a small mobile device with constrained bandwidth can
be problematic.
In a nutshell, the amount of network trafiic and latency, and the number of cryptographic operations required to check the validity of a certificate within an X509
infrastructure makes X509 unsuitable for small devices.

1
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2.3

Proof Carrying

Authentication

This approach developed by Appel and FeIten [8] is based on the work carried out by
GeorgesNecula on Proof Carrying Code[9]. The idea is to use a distributed framework
based on higher order logic to provide authentication techniques. Alice wants to have
accessto same resource on a server owned by Bob. To do so, she will construct a
request using alanguage based on higher order logics and submit it to Bob who will
decide whether or not he will grant her accessto the resource. Considering that logics
with quantification over predicates tend to be undecidable, a formal proof needs to be
attached to the statement sent to Bob, so that he can verify that Alice haB the fights
to accessthe resource by using a proof checker.
The advantage of this approach is that all the burden of proving the accesscontrol
is left to the dient, i.e the dient rollst construct a proof and the server needs only to
check this proof. An application of that theory was developedin [10] to provide access
control to same web pages.
The samekind of approachcan be appliedto Dur problem. Dur strategy aims at
delegating as much processing as possible on a server. Therefore, the server would
produce a proof that the thin dient would have to formally check.

3

Dur Approach

3.1

Description

The maiD objective of the Public Key Infrastructure we are designing is to leave the
mobile device with a minimum number of actions to perform. The two maiD tasks the
lightweight device will have to carry out are :

.
.

Performing Cryptographic operations (digital signature/validation, encryption/decryption)
Retrieving Certificates and validating them

Same cryptographic operations can be very resource consuming. For example,
operations such as prime number generation used für key generation in RSA[llJ or
random number generation can slow down a program. Therefore, OUTaim is to speed
them up as much as possible, depending on the capacities of the small devices, and to
reduce the number of operations that a device must perform.
In order to reduce the time required to perform the certification path discovery
and validation on the mobile device, we will develop a new technique based on Proof
Carrying Authentication [8J. This Proof carrying Certification will enable thin devices
to take abort cuts through the certificate validation process. Lightweight devices will
act as clients of a server implementing the delegated path validation and discovery
protocols (IETF) [12J. This server will collect information related to certificates, produce a formal proof and leave mobile devices with the only constraint to perform a
simple formal proof checking to validate a single certificate or a certification chain.
Rather than having to verify multiple digital signatures, thin clients will take
advantage of the concept of Proof carrying Certification to reduce the number of
cryptographic operations needed during the proof checking.
A different formal proof will be designed foT every PKI, guarantying interoperability between the various infrastructures.

3.1.1

Cryptographic

operations

Two determining factors will infiuence the speed of these operations: the choice
between different algorithms to sign andverify signatures and its implementation.
Given the limited processing power of most mobile devices,the efficiency of publickey encryption is crucial in determining the response time for users. Efficient ciphers

2
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and implementations are required to avoid unacceptable delays. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)[13] is generally accepted as being more efficient than RSAi in particular, ECC requires smaller kerB and key pair generation is simpler.
Java haB been chosen to implement the cryptographic component of the PKI, so
that the infrastructure will be platform independent. However, since mobile devices
have different processing capabilities, several configurations will be implemented :

.

One fuIl Java version that can run on every device.

. One Java/C++ version using some native calls to speed up the key generation
process, the signature/verification operations, aversion that can run on more
advanced devices like PDAs or 3G phones.

3.1.2

Certificate

retrieval

and validation

Our approach aims at de1egatingal1 the burden of retrieving the certificate chain to a
server. To do so, the smal1device will communicate with a non trusted server [Figure
1] implementing the Delegation Path Discovery protoco1 (DPD) partial1y defined in

[1~].

i}

3) cerliflCation
chain

Signed
object

retrieval

2) certiflC~te
cham

Repository

requ.est

4) certuJCa.tion
dWli sent back

DPD Se:nrer

.~

5) Formal proof and
c:ertif1Ca.tion c:hain sent
back

Thin die n1
6) Proof checkm;.,
vilida.tion ofthe sjgned
obJect
Figure

1 : Validation

process

Once the certification chain is retrieved, the server will be ahle to construct the
formal proof. In order to enable future developments on Dur infrastructure and remain
interoperable with other infrastructures like SPKI/SDSI or PGP, a meta proof implemented as an XSLT file, different für each PKI, will be used to generate the actual
proof [Figure 2]. The logic used to describe the formal proof is first order predicate
and may include same temporallogic in order to deal with issuesrelated to time.
Then, both the proof and the certification chain are sent back to be checked on
the thin client side.
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X509

- Proof

R( I ) : : [ trustedCA (Cl)
R( 2)::
R( 3)::

[R(!)
[R(2)

R(4)::
[R(3)~
R( 5 ) : : [R( 4)

~

~

contain
~

-

keybiild (Cl ,KI) signed (Kl, c2)=>isTrusted
contain (c2, C2 ,K2)=>keybind
(C2 ,K2)]
signed (K2, c3)=>isTrusted
(c3)]
~

(c2 )]

(c3 ,C3,K3)=>keybind(C3,K3)]

cert (C3 ,KA,A)

~

signed (KA, F)=>says (A, F)]

Figure 2: A formal proof example
The proof checker implemented in Java on the small device generatessmall proofs
that are cached and that can be re-used für a certain amount of time, depending on
how secure one wants the certificate checking to be. This idea is one of the shortcuts
we are planning to apply in order to speed up computations on the thin dient.

4

Conclusion

In this abstract, we describe a public key infrastructure suitable für constrained mobile
devices, that is interoperable with existing public key infrastructures. We have started
to build an implementation of a prototype using a Compaq iPAQ 3600 :

. The cryptographic side of the infrastructure is completely achieved : Signature
and verification of digitally signed documents can be clonein less than a second
using the enhanced version of the cryptographic component.
. The proof checker used to validate the formal proof Bellt by the DPD server haB
been partially designed and will be implemented in Java.
However, same issues remain unsolved as the secure random number seed, used
for key generation on the lightweight device and the secure private key storage. A
revocation checking method has to be integrated as weIl in the formal proof so that
the thin dient can formally check that same certificates haven't been revoked.
Speeding up cryptographic operations on the thin dient is efficient hut reducing
their number is even better. On the basis of that principle, we still need to develop
Dur idea of shortcuts enabling small devices to skip samestepsin the certification path
validation.
In the lang term, once Dur infrastructure is completely designedand implemented,
we plan to formally prove that it is seeure by developing a theory based on the 11"calculus.
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1

Introduction

Proof planning [2, 10] is a reasoning processin which mathematical theorem proving is
viewed as a planning problem. It incorporates.domain-dependentand/or general mathematical knowledge, and showsa great potential in the area where the traditionallogicbased theorem proving systems have been typically weak. The plan operator - method
- encodesa piece of mathematical knowledge. When there are more than olle method
applicable, the proof planner haBto determine which Olleto choose.Samemethods may
lead to a dead end where no more method is applicable. In this casethe proof planner
needs to backtrack to a previous stage, and apply another method. In order to minimise the backtrackings, good heuristics are needed. Up to now such heuristics are only
useful in same particular cases. For instance, heuristic information can be encodedin
form of specificity which prefers a specific method over a general Olle, or in form of an
explicit ranking which rates methods independently of the concrete situation. None of
these approachesprovides a satisfying answer to what method to choose.
In this abstract, the idea of semantically guided proof planning is presented,and an
implementation and experiments are discussed. For the research,the OMEGAtheorem
proving environment [1] is used. The semantically guided proof planner haBbeen realised
in MULTI - the multi-strategy proof planner of the OMEGAsystem. The model-guidance
module plays the most important role in the semantic guidance. It updates a databaseof
referencemodels and answersqueriesfrom MULTI whether a concretemethod application
is suitable with regard to the current referencemodels and how promising a method application iso In order to obtain the referencemodels, the model-guidancemodule providesan
interface to FINDER [11], which is a first order model generator. Heuristic searchcontrol
information is generated from the models.
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2
2.1

Proof Planning with Semantic Guidance
Semantic Guidance in Automated Reasoning

Sincehuman mathematicians make strang use of semanticinformation in order to obtain
heuristics to salve problems, it is believedthat a semanticapproachis important für modelling the human reasoningcapabilities in mathematics. There have been many attempts
to use semantic information to guide proof search (seefür instance[12,8]). The basic idea
is to use a reference model or a set of referencemodels to heuristically guide the choice
of the clausesin the inferencestep. However, the generationof models in each inference
step sometimescausesa significant overhead. Recently, a new method was introduced [6]
in which the theorem prover generatesmodels only at the beginning, and uses them in
later stagesof the proof search. Furthermore, in some problemswhere typically theorem
provers fall into an exponential explosion, the assumption part of the problem can be
refinedoto a simplified form before a refutation searchis started [3].
Like the semantic guidance used in the traditional resolution-basedtheorem provers,
semantic information can also be used in proof planning to guide the choice of the next
method to apply. The semantics of the assumptions and the conclusion can be used
to evaluate whether new premisescan contribute to the proof (in forward planning), or
whether a new open goal can be proved (in backward planning). The semantically guided
proof planning approach (proposed by Choi and Kerber [5]) uses referencemodels as
searchcontrol heuristics.

2.2

Semantics in Proof Planning

In proof planning, mainly two different types of planning strategies are used, forward
planning and backward planning. In forward planning, the planner searchesfür a method
that takes assumptions (like axioms, definitions, or already proved intermediate results)
and produces new facts that can be used as new assumptionsin the following planning
steps. Initially there is a gap between the premises (the initial assumptions) and the
theorem, the planner continues filling in the gaps betweenassumptionsand the theorem
until there are no more open goals. Likewise, in backwardplanning, a method takes a
theorem and produces subgoalssufficient to deduce the theorem. Sameof the subgoals
may be identical to existing assumptions, hut typically Borneothers are new and to be
added as open goals to be proved in later steps.
As in any search problem, the efficiency of proof planning dependson exploring the
more promising parts of the searchspacefirst. In order to do so, we needgood heuristics.
Sameheuristic information can be encodedin form of specificity,that is, prefer the application of a specific method over the application of a more generalOlle. Another approach
is to explicitly ranking methods, e.g., by a rating, and to apply theapplicable method
that haBthe highest ranking, independently of the concretesituation.
The main idea of the work proposedhefe is that the plausibility of a method can be estimated by meansof comparing the semanticsof new opengoalsgeneratedby the method
2
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with those of the assumptions and of the theorem. We extend the idea to intermediate

resultsthat any model of the assumptionsr haBalsoto be a model of the theorem4>.
More concretely, assumewe have a referenceset of interpretations M. The model sets
Mr := {m E Mim Fr} and Mt/J := {m E Mim F 4>}are defined; then it follows from
r F 4> that Mr f; Mt/J. If an intermediate result 'I/J is semantically not a supersetof Mr,
that is, Mr g M1/J,in backward planning, or not a subsetof Mt/J, that is, M1/Jg Mt/J,

in forwardplanning,we can assumethat
the theorem with

'I/J

'I/J

is not plausible.We will not be ahleto prove

unlessthe models of the assumptions,Le., of Mr n M1/J,are a subset

of the modelsof the theorem,i.e., of Mtf>,and neitherwill webe ahleto prove'I/J with the
given assumptionsunless its models form a supersetof Mr.

2.3
2.3

Semantic Restrietion

and Selection

A semantic restrietion strategy is a strategy that refusesany methods whoseapplications
produce an intermediate result with which the above semantic relation is not satisfied.
This simple strategy can avoid many uselesssteps. For instance, the search für a proof
plan for S -+ 'v'xQ(x) f- 'v'x(S -+ Q(x)) can be reducedfrom 10 steps to only 3 steps [7, 5]
with the semantic restrietion strategy in the OMEGAproof planner. Likewise, the search
for a proof plan for a Topology theory example int(A n B) = int(A) n int(B) which would
not be proved without semantic guidance, can also be proved [4].
A semantic selection strategy is a strategy which not only restricts the number of
methods in the semantic way, hut heuristically choosesOlle that seemsto make most
progress towards filling the gap. It evaluates the semanticsof each method where all
methods would seem equally applicable if semanticswere not taken into consideration.
More promising methods can be distinguished from the other candidates by estimating
how weIl they semantically match the open goals with respectto the subset and superset
relation with the given premises. In a forward reasoningapproach, the methods that
restrict the model dass best in the direction to the theorem are better. Concretely,if the
problemis r f- 4> and two methods MI and M2 transform the problem to r 1 f- 4> and
r2 f- 4>,respectively, where Mr f; Mr. and (Mr n MrJ f; Mt/J with i = 1 or 2, select
MI rat her than M2 if and only if Mrl is bigger than Mr2. (If the sets have the same
cardinality, make a random choice.) Likewise in backwardsreasoning, a method should
be selectedwhich pro ducesthe smallest model dass Mri.
Mr;"

3

Implementation

and Experiments

The semantic proof planner has been realised on the basisof the OMEGAsystem. Previously, OMEGAdid not evaluate methods with respectto the concreteproof state when two
or more methods are applicable. Instead, it dependedon a fixed rating factor assignedto
fach method by the developer. The issuesabout implementation and experiments have
been reported in [7]. In order to get a form of semanties,we generate models from the
premisesand the open goals with a model generator. However,since it is not practical
3
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tokeep a buge amount of models, we may use a smaller set of carefully defined typical
models which is sufficient tor determining the semantic relationship. The model set representssemanticsand, in addition, the relation betweentwo model sets correspondto the
semantic relation between two premises. For instance, if the model set of the premisesis
not a subset of the model set of an open goal, we can assurnethat the open goal cannot
be deducedtram these premises. Thus, we should prevent the method tram being applied
and, as a consequence,avoid unnecessarysteps that would have led to backtracking.

4

Further Work

In the semantically guided proof planner based on MULTI, a small number of simple
problems in first order logic and Topology theory have been tested. The experimental
results have been successful.Thus, Dur first task is to evaluatethe implementedapproach
with respect to a broader case study. When applying Dur approach to problems from
complicated mathematical domains, there are still many open questions. Olle important
question is how to incorporate domain knowledge. Currently we pass only the proof
assumptionsto FINDER. If domain knowledgesuch as theoremsand axioms is available,
it could also be provided to FINDER to generatebetter models. However,if large sets of
axioms and theorems are available, the question is how to restrict the set of candidate
facts passedto FINDER. Another important question is how to selectinformative models.
Currently we use FINDER to generatereferencemodels. While this is already informative
(and reduces search) in some examples we looked at, we want to improve it further
in several ways. In particular, we want to keep the referenceset of models small and
informative at the same time. The idea of typical modelsas introduced by Kerber et al.
[9] is consideredpromising für this purpose.

4
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We have finished a eonstruetive formalization in the theorem prover Coq
of the Fundamental Theorem of Caleulus, whieh states that differentiation
and integration are inverse proeesses.This formalization is buHt upon the
library of eonstruetive algebra ereated in the FTA (Fundamental Theorem
of Algebra) projeet, which is extended with results about the real numbers,
namelyabout (power) series.
This formalization was düne closely followiilg the work of Bishop [1]; the
real numbers were first axiomatically eharaeterizedas a eomplete ordered
field with the arehimedianproperty; later, this axiomatization was proved by
Geuvers and Niqui [4] to be appropriate (in the sensethat the eonstruetion
of real numbers as Cauehy sequeneesof rationals satisfies the axioms) and
eategorieal (as any two models of these axioms are isomorphie).
Using this work as a basis, partial functions are defined as a Coq reeord
type eonsisting of a predicate and a total funetion on the set of real numberg that satisfy that predieate (see[3]). The usualoperations (eomposition,
addition, multiplieation, division) are then defined as yielding partial funetions from partial funetions. We ean then define eontinuity, differentiability
and integration, and prove the usual properties of these: preservation of
eontinuity and differentiability through algebraieoperations and funetional
*This author was supported by the Portuguese Fund~äo para a Cimcia e Tecnologia,
under grant SFRH / BD / 4926 / 2001.
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composition, uniqueness of derivative and the rules für computing derivatives. Using these, we can then formalize Bishop's proofs of the constructive
versions of Rolle's theorem, the Mean Law and Taylor's theorem, as well as
of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
Olle of the most important issuesthroughout this work is automating
routine tasks, such as computing the derivative of a function. This was successfully clonein Coq by using the generalmethod of reflection as described
in [7] and [5] adapted to Dur domain to define new tactics suitable für use
with specific kinds of goals. With these tactics further development of the
theory became much more high-level, allowing proofs to be cloneat a level
of detail more similar to what is usual in mathematics.
Finally, the usual elementary transcendental functions (exponential, sinus, cosinus,tangent and their inverses)were defined as examplesof partial
functions and their properties were proved using the theoretical tools previously formalized.
Future work will indude developinga higher level of automation, including the use of reflection to build a new tactic that can automatically prove a
large dass of equalities of real numbers.
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1

Introduction

The successof model-checking in hardware and in protocol analysis haBled naturally to several attempts to develop similar techniquesfür the analysis of software. As pointed out in [2] a fundamental problem in this endeavor is to identify
a model für programs (analogous to the finite state machinesused für modeling
hardware circuits) für which reasonably simple abstractions from conventional
programming languages(such as C and Java) as weIl as efficient model-checking
procedures
do exist.
.
The SLAM
project at MSR follows this path of action by proposing (i)
booleanprograms as a model für sequential programs and (ii) a procedure that
abstracts any program given as input, say P, into a boolean program B having
the same control-flow graph as P and whose execution traces are a superset of
those of P. Boolean programs have the usual control-flow constructs, procedural
abstraction with call-by-value parameter passing and recursion; program variables (both locals and globals) are restricted to range over the domain of the
boolean values T and F. The core idea of SLAM project is that the study of
the properties of a program may be reduced to the study of liDe reachability:

in fact, consideringa program P and a property l/J, it is possibleto rewrite P
as an equivalentprogramPi wherea liDe f. is reachedHf l/J is violated. Giving
to f. the meaning of the error liDe, its reachability implies the violation of l/J.
The reachability of f. in Pi is indirectly determined by checking the reachability
of f. in B by means of a model-checking procedure fOTboolean programs. If f. is
unreachable in B then this is detected by the model-checkerand the unreachability of e in Pi is reported to the user. Otherwise an execution trace leading to
f. in B is found by the model-checker and its feasibility in Pi is checked. If the
feasibility check succeeds,then an execution trace leading to f. in Pi is returned,
otherwise B is refined in same war so to rille out the unfeasible path and the
whole procedure is iterated.
The efficiency of the approach depends heavily on the number of unfeasible
paths allowed by the abstract program. In the SLAM approach, the abstraction to boolean programs is rather coarse and many unfeasible paths may be
encountered by the procedure beraTefinding a feasibleOlle (if any).
We propose linear programs as a model für sequentialprograms and propose
a model-checking procedure für this family of programs. Similarly to boolean
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programs, linear programs have the usual control-flow constructs and procedural abstraction with call-by-value parameter passing and recursion. Linear
programs differ from boolean programs in that program variables can range over
a numeric domain (e.g. the integers or the reals)j moreover,all conditions and
assignments to variables involve linear expressions,Le. expressionsof the form
Co+ CIXI +. . . + CnXn,where Co,.. . , Cnare numeric constants and Xl,' ., , Xn are
program variables ranging over a numeric domain. Linear programs are considerably more expressivethan boolean programs and can encodeexplicitly complex
correlations between data and control that must necessarilybe abstracted away
when using boolean programs. However the reachability problem für linear programs is undecidable and therefore any sound and complete procedure für this
problem may not terminate.

2

Linear

Programs

A linear program is a conventional imperative program consisting of a sequence
of declarations of global variables followed by a sequenceof procedure definitions.
Instructions are built out of basic instructions (skip, parallel assignment, and
procedure invocation) using the usual control-flow constructs (if-then-else,
while-do, goto, and assert). Instructions can be labeled. Procedures use callby-value parameter passing and can be recursive. The distinguishing feature of
linear programs is that all conditions and assignmentsto variables involve linear
expressions,Le. expressionsof the form Co+ ClXl + . .. + CnXn,where Co,. . . , Cn
are numeric constants and Xl,,'" Xn are program variables ranging over the
reals.
Let L be a linear program with n instructions and p procedures. We assign
to each instruction a unique index from 1 to n and to each procedure an index
from n + 1 to n + p. In what follows Si denotes the instruction associatedwith
index i. For simplicity, we assume that variable and label names are globally
unique in L.
With the notation Globals(L) we mean the set of global variables of L and
so, intuitively, LocalsL(i), will be the set of local variables at instruction Si,
InScopeL(i) the set of visible variables and finally FormalsL(i) and Actualsdi)
the sets of formal and actual parameters involved in procedure calls.
We briefly give all the definitions needed in the remaining of the paper:
Firstdp) denotes the first statement of a procedure p, and ProcOiL(i) is the
procedure to which Si belangs. Exitp is the exit node of the procedure and
SUCCL
(i) the successorrelation.
The control-ftow graph of a linear program L is a directed graph GL
(VL, SUCCL)'The set VL = {O, 1, . . ., n + p} contains Olle vertex für each instruction (vertices 1,..., n), Olle exit vertexexitp.. für each procedure (vertices
n + 1,... ,p), and the vertex 0 used to model the failure of an assertstatement.
Let D be the domain of computation and i E VL, then a valuation für i is
functionw : InScopeL(i) -+ D. Astate ofthe programis apair (i,w) where i E VL
and w is a valuation für i. We assurnethat L contains a distinguished procedure
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called main. Astate (i",-,) is initial iff i = FirstL(main). State transitions in a
linear program L are denoted by (i1,"-'1) ~L (i2,"-'2)
A path is a sequence (io,"-'o) ~L (i1,"-'1) ~L ... ~L (in,"-'n) such that
(ik,"-'k) ~L (ikH,"-'kH) für k = O,...,n-l.
A valid path is a path (io, "-'0)~L (i1, "-'I) ~ L . . . ~ L (in,"-'n) such to capture
the transmission of effects from (io, "-'o) to (in, "-'n) via a sequenceof execution
sters which may end with same number of activation records on the call stack.
This allows us to reason about non-terminating or abortive executions.
Astate (i, "-') is reachableiff there exists a valid path from same initial state
to (i",-,). Avertex i E VLis reachableHf there exists a valuation "-' such that
(i, "-') reachable.

3

Model Checking of Linear Programs

Program reachability can be reduced to computing für each vertex i in the
control-fiow graph of the program the set of valuations ili such that (i, "-') is
reachable Hf,,-, E ili. Clearly the statement associatedto vertex i is reachable
iff ili is not empty. In order to do this efficiently, the model-checkingprocedure
proposed in [1] computes (i) "path edges" to represent the reachability status
of vertices and (ii) "summaryedges" to record the input/output behavior of
procedures.
Let i E VL and e = FirstdProcOfL(i}). A path edge 1ri = ("-'e,"-'i)of i is
a pair of valuations such that there exists a valid path (First(main),.,,-,o) ~~l

...

~~Io

(e,"-'e) and

a same-Ievel

valid

path

(e,"-'e) ~~Io+l

... ~~..

(i,"-'i)

für

same valuation "-'0. In other words, a path edge represents a suffix of a valid
path from (First(main)",-,o) to (i,"-'i)'
Let i E VL be such that Si = pr(el,...,en), let Yl,...,Yn be the formal
parameters of pr associatedto the actuals el, . . . , en respectively, and let ("-'i,"-'o)
a path edge of exit"r. A summary edgea = ("-'1,"-'2)of ("-'i,"-'o) is a pair of
valuations such that
1. u.ldx) = ""2(X) für an x E LocalsL{i),
2. u.ll(X) = ""i(X) and u.l2(X)= u.lo(x)für al1 x E Globals(L), and

3. u.ll(ej) =u.li(Yj) für j = 1,...,n.
Intuitively, a summary edge of i representsinformation about how the valuation
after the procedure call dependson the valuation before the call. The creation of
summary edges is the most important and original part in the algorithm: when
a summary edge ('.h,W2) is buHt für a procedure, it is no more necessaryto
study again the same procedure für the input VJl,becauseit will be immediately
used the output valuation VJ2.In casesof frequently called procedures and of
recursion, this will turn into a great improvement in performance.
Our procedure works by incrementally computing the ADLCs representing
the set of path edges of the reachable nodes and the summary edges of the
procedure calls.
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4

The Constraint

Solver

Our procedure representspathedges and summary edgessymbolically by means
of abstract disjunctive linear constraints (ADLCs für short), i.e. expressionsof
the form >.x>.x'.c where cis a disjunctive linear constraint (DLC für short), i.e.
a disjunction of conjunctions of linear constraints (which we representas sets of
sets of linear constrains). A linear constraint is an expressionof the form e :$ 0,

e = 0, or e =I 0 wheree is linear expression.Noticethat II is an infinite set
of path edgeshut it is neverthelesscompactly representedby the above ADLC.
More precisely, let i be avertex of the control-fiow graph, x = InScopeL(i), and
x' be a vector of distinguished variables obtained by priming the variables in
x. The set of path edgesassociatedwith i, gay IIi, is representedby the ADLC

= >.x>.x'.c

0

where c is a DLC in the variables x and x'. In particular

we have

that IIi = {(c..J17
c..J2}S.t.
c..Jl
Uc..J~
satisfies c(x, x')} where c..J'= {(x', d) : (x, d) E c..J}.
The constrain solver manipulates ADLCs and is abstractly characterized by
the following interface functionalities:

-

Application.
Conjunction.
Disjunction.
Projection.
Entailment.

In DUr prototype implementation the constraint solver is basedon the FourierMotzkin elimination method [5].

5

Conclusions

Linear programs are considerably more expressivethan boolean programs and
thus we believe that their study will allow the construction of heUer models tor
minimizing inefficienciesin model description. The model-checkingprocedure tor
boolean programs introduced in [1] can be readily used to model-check linear
programs by using a constraint solver tor linear arithmetics.
In the future, we plan to cape with the non termination of our model-checking
procedure by investigating the use of widening techniques[4] [3].
An alternative approach would be to consider subsetsof linear arithmetics
such as difference constraints [6] (Le. constraints of the form x - y ~ c).
Another important issueis, starting from the backstandingabstraction technique used in the SLAM project and described in [2], to developa an abstraction
tool and so create a stand-alone model checkertor real programs.
A final significant step in our research will be to find a suitable set of real
problems, which could also suggest same optimizations tailored to this new application domain.
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1

The A uthors

Prof. Alan Bundy and Dr John Levine are members of the Mathematical Reasoling Group (MRG)and the Artificial Intelligence Applications Institute, which
are both part of the Centre für Intelligent Systemsand their Applications within
the Division of Informatics at the University of Edinburgh. The Division of Informatics was Olle of only six computing departments in UK to have obtained a
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number of research active staff and was the only 5* A department. It contains
world-class researchgroups in the areasof theoretical computer science,artificial
intelligence and cognitive science.
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Prof. Alan Bundy
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AI societies: AAAI and ECCAI,in addition to the UK society, AISB,and serving

terms as Chair of both IJCAI IneandCADE Ine. He is alsoa Fellowof the Royal
Society of Edinburgh and of the British Computer Society. He WOllthe SPL
Insight Award in 1986, was an SERCSenior Fellow (1987-92), a member of the
Hewlett-Packard ResearchBoard (1989-91), Head ofthe Division ofInformatics
at Edinburgh (1998-2001),a member of the ITEC Foresight Panel (1994-96), a

memberof the ComputerScieneeRAE panel (1999-2001)and is the founding
Convener of UKCRC(2000-date). He is the author of over 140 publieations.
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Dr. John Levine

Dr. John Levine is an Informatics ResearchFellow at AIAI working on AI planDing systems and evolutionary computation. His current researchprogram consists of applying genetic searchand learning techniquesto AI planning problems,
applying AI planning and evolutionary computation techniques to real-world
problems, and mixed-initiative systems für planning and optimisation. He haB
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an MA in Computer Science,an MPhil in Computer Speechand Language Processing,and a PhD in Computer Science,all from the University of Cambridge.
He is a member of the review board of Applied lntelligence Journal and is the
chair of the PLANSIG2001 conferenceon AI Planning and Scheduling systems.
He haB taught a wide range of undergraduate, postgraduate and commercial
coursesin Artificial lntelligence, including Common Lisp, Planning and Search,
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1.3

Miss. Hazel Duncan

Miss. Hazel Dunean is eompleting an Honours degreein Maths and Artificial
Intelligenee from the University of Edinburgh and will graduate in 2002. Her
final-year projeet involved mathematical theorem proving using Isabelle.

2

Description
text

of Proposed Research and its Con-

This projeet will explore the applieation of data-mining teehniquesto the automatie eonstruetion of proof plans from a large corpusof proofs.
2.1

Background

Proof planning is a technique für the guidaneeof proof searehin automated theorem proving. Until reeently, this haBrequired the manual eonstruetion of proof
plans. This is a time-eonsuming and highly skilled proeesswhich haB limited
the more widespread uptake of this technology. The automatie eonstruetion of
proof plans would remove this impediment.
2.1.1

Proof Planning

A proof method is the computationalrepresentation
of a commonpattern of
proof in a family of related proofs [Bundy,1991]. A proof critic similarly
represents a common technique für patching an initially failed proof attempt
[Ireland and Bundy]. Both methods and critics consistof a tactic plus a specification of its preconditions and effects, expressedin a meta-Ianguagedescribing
the syntactic properties of the formulae input to and output by the tactic. A
tactic is a computer program für applying the rules of inference of a mathematical theory [Gordon et al, 1979]. Tactics are combined with tacticals to
produce higher-Ievel tactics. Tacticals include operations of sequencing, nondeterminism and repetition. Proof planning is the use of AI plan formation
technology to guide proof search by constraining it to a set of proof methods
and critics. Proof planning limits the combinatorial explosionof potential proof
steps, which occurs if exhaustive search techniquesare used.
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The MRG invented the technique of proof planning, implemented it in the
>..Clam proof planner [Div2000] and applied it particularly to the kind of inductive proofs that arise in verification and synthesis of IT systems. It has
extended the range of problems that can be solvedwithout human intervention.
In particular, the use of proof critics has automated the discovery of intermediate lemmas and generalisations [Ireland and Bundy] - so called, "eureka" steps,
which were previously thought to require human intervention.

2.2

Previous Work on Learning Proof Methods

There have been several previous attempts to learn new proof methods from
example proofs.
In bis PhD project with MRG, Bernard Silver applied techniquesof explanationbased learning to the automated learning of proof methods für equation solving
[Silver,1984]. His Learning-Press system analysed successfulsolutions to equations and generalised these solutions to form methods für guiding the Press
system. In this way, he was able to automatically rediscoversimplified versions
of many of the previously hand-coded methods of Press.
Similarly, another MRGPhD, Roberto Desimone,automated the reconstruction of inductive proof plans, [Desimone, 1989]. The techniques of both Silver
and Desimonegeneralisedfrom single successfulproofs and required the system
to be primed with same key meta-level conceptsfür expressingthe preconditions
and effects of the methods they learnt.
More recently, Kerber, Jamnik and Benzmüller, from Birmingham Uni versity, have applied the techniquesof least generalgeneralisationto a family of similar proofs to learn new proof methods für algebraicreasoning[Jarnnik et al, 2000].
Note that tbis technique required all the proofs in the family to be examplesof
the learned method.

2.3

Data-Mining

In this project we intend to data-mine a large corpus of prüDEsto extract new
proof tactics. Unlike the previous projects at Edinburgh, we will initially only
attempt to learn the tactics, hut not the specificationsof these tactics, which
would also be required in order to learn the proof methods. This simplification
will enable us to postpone the problem of either anticipating or learning the
meta-Ianguage that the tactics will require. Unlike the previous project at
Birmingham, we will not assumethat the prüDEsin the corpus are all examples
of the tactic to be learnt. Rather we will try to identify common patterns of
proof within a heterogeneouscorpus. Note that a pattern may correspond to
only part of a prüDE.
The data-mining will consist of two stages. Firstly, frequently occurring sequencesof proof steps will be identified using probabilistic reasoning. Secondly,
these sequenceswill be used to seeda genetic programming processto combine
the sequenceswith tacticals. This two stage processwill create a family of
tactics, whose effectivenesswill then be evaluated.
3
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2.4

Identifying

the Corpus of Proofs

The corpus of proofs to be usedin this project must meet exacting requirements.
1. It must be stored in computational form, so that it is available für datamining.
2. It must be sufficiently large to contain many examplesof multiply occurring patterns of proof.
3. There must be an appropriate diversity of kinds of proof steps, i.e. sufficient different kinds of proof steps that patterns can be identified, hut
not so much diversity that patterns do not recur. Note that the appropriatenessof diversity is relative to corpus size: the larger the. diversity the
larger the corpus required für the re-occurrenceof patterns.
We have identified several corpusesthat may meet these requirements.
Note.first that the buge searchspacesgeneratedby resolution-style theorem
provers are, unfortunately, mostly unsuitable becauseof requirement 3 above:
typically only Olle or two rules of inference are used. We could try to differentiate rule applications by the formulae they manipulate, hut these formulae are
generated during the proof search and are tao diverse, e.g. millions of derived
clauses. A possible exception that deservesexamination is model elimination
[Loveland, 1978], in which Olle parent dauBe of each non-ancestor resolution
must be an input dauBe - thus limiting the diversity. Using search spaces,
rather than proofs, would have the potential advantagethat negative information from the unsuccessfulbranches could also be used in tactic formation, so
this possibility is weIl worth investigation.
Better corpus candidates may be generated by the gequellt calculus based
theorem provers, since the wider range of rules of inference provides the necessary diversity to meet requirement 3. Most of these provers are interactive,
so the proofs have been structured by human users,making it more likely that
proof patterns are presentl. Also, most of these provers are tactic basedj these
tactics provide additional proof step diversity and permit Dur new tactics to be
buHt on top of existing Olles: leading to a hierarchically structured famHy of
tactics, as required in proof planning.
Olle set of candidates arisesfrom the Isabelle prover [Paulson, 1986]. Jacques
Fleuriot, in MRG, haB developed a corpus of several thousand proofs in nonstandard analysis. Worldwide, there are many other users with similar corpuses. Unfortunately, there is a technical problem that Isabelle normally stores
its proofs as derived rules generalisedfrom the proof using explanation-based
learning. If this technical problem can be overcomethen Isabelle could provide
same ideal corpuses.
Another candidate is the Mizar prooflibrary [Rudnicki, 1992]. This contains
severalthousand proofs of major theorems in Mathematics, buHt up over several
1In automaticaJly generated proofs it is more likely that two or more proof patterns are
interleaved, making them hard to detect.
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decades. There are some technical problems in making this library available,
but Paul Jackson, in MRG,is already studying this problem.
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1

Introduction

Critical systems are those where error is unacceptable. Historically, critical
systems have been restricted to safety-critical systems,where failure could risk
human lire. However, the economic and technological advantagesof computers
have led to wide spread use of computer systems, resulting in other categories
of systems that must meet the same high integrity constraints.
There is a need to develop tools and techniques für constructing the high
integrity software demanded of critical systems. Praxis Critical Systems have
bad commercial successdeveloping critical systemsusing their SPARK approach
[2]. However, the SPARKapproach does not exploit modern techniques in automated reasoning. It is our intention to enhancethe applicability of the SPARK
approach by extending their proof checker SPADEusing existing and developing
new techniques in automated reasoning.

2

Overview

2.1 SoftwareVerification
Software verification involves constructing a formal proof that a program meets
its specification. Our work is intended für procedure basedimperative programming languages.
Floyd [10] and Hoare [14] introduced an inductive assertionmethod für proving the partial correctnessof software, that if a program terminates, it meets
its specmcation. To support this a formal description of the semantics of the
programming is supplied as Hoare style proof rules. The inductive assertion
.Supported by the EPSRC Critical Systems Programme
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method involves adding the program specification to proceduresin the form of
assertions. A precondition assertion is added stating what must be true when
entering the procedure and a postcondition is added to state what must be true
if the procedure terminates. An invariant or inductive assertion is required to
specify the behaviour within each loop. Conjectures called verification conditions (VCs) are automatically generated für each path of execution between
assertions, or in the caseof paths round loops, tram the invariant back to itself.
Proving these VCs is sufficient to prove that the program is partially correct.
Conversely, proving that anyone of these VCs is false will prove that their is
an error in the specification, code or both.
The Floyd-Hoare method für proving programs was traditionally conducted
in a batch style after the program haB been written. It is often the casethat
many of resulting VCs are trivial, and can be dischargedby an automatie theorem prover. Those VCs that can not be discharged are then tackled inside an
interactive theorem prover.
A number of systemshave adopted this batch style, proving many programs.
However, it became increasingly dear that the batch style did not scale up to
larger problems. 1t became difficult to determine if failed VCs relate to errors
in the code or specification and which parts of these. Further, the processof
generating good invariants für code from scratch is difficult. Finally, the proof
effort required to dischargethe VCs typically involved frequent and sophistieated
human interaction.
Building on the work of Floyd-Hoare, Dijkstra [9] elaboratedon the inductive
assertion method, adding a proof of termination to the proof of partial correctness to give total correctness. Further, Dijkstra refined the methods by which
programming language semantics are described using predieate transformers
over Hoare proof rules. Most significantly, Dijkstra and Gries [12] advocated
that a program and proof should be developed in cooperation, with the proof
ideas leading the way. Although not overcoming the difficulties of Floyd-Hoare
verification, this cooperation style haBthe potential to leasenthe problems.
Praxis Critical Systems is a commercial company building high integrity
software. They advocatecorrectness by construction [13, 8] building on the
Dijkstra-Gries cooperation style of software verification by consideringissuesof
verification from the start of software development. The SPARKapproach[2] haB
been shown to be successfulin developing a number of critical systems(LOCKHEED C130J [8, 7], CA [13, 7]). Of particular merit, the SPARKapproach was
used to build the first system (SHOLIS [19, 7]) that met the stringent standards
of the MOD Defence Standards 00-55and 00-56 für SIL4, the most critical dass
of software.
Underpinning the SPARKapproach is a formal description of the semantics
für a subset of Adal. The subset haB been carefully carved out of Ada to
provide an unambiguous, useful and most significantly provable programming
language called SPARK.In addition to the functional Ada parts of SPARK,the
language also allows additional information to be provided through annotations.
lSubsets are defined for both Ada 83 and Ada 95.
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These include information and data flow annotations and Floyd-Hoare inductive
assertions. The SPARKapproach prescribes best practise für using the SPARK
language as REVEALfür requirements capture and INFORMED[lJ für software
design.
There are two differentkinds of tools supportingthe SPARKapproach. The
EXAMINERperforms static analysis on SPARKcode. It enforcesthe SPARKsyntax, performs sophisticated static analysis using the flow annotations [4J, and
generates VCs für proof of exception freedom (no run time errors) and partial
correctness. The other tools are geared toward formal proof. The SIMPLIFIER
is a trivial VC eliminator and SPADEis an interactive theorem prover.
In spite of the successesof SPARKit does not overcome the difficulties in
performing Floyd-Hoare verification. It is not uncommon für several months to
be spent tackling the VCs für a realisticallysizedSPARKproject.

2.2

Automated

Reasoning

Two broad styles of automated reasoning have emerged,mamille and human
oriented. The machine oriented approach replaces the human operator with
an algorithm executed by the computer. To provide fun automation, machine
oriented approachesnecessarilyoperate in logics where the cut mle2 is not availahle. This prevents machine oriented approachesfrom providing fun automation
where reasoning about iteration, a key concept in software verification. Machine
oriented approaches include decision procedures (Davis-Putnum, Presenburger
Arithmetic) uniform proof procedures (Resolution) and analytical tools (constraint logic programming, computer algebraic systems).
The human oriented approach relies on inter action with the user where automation is unsuccessful. Automation is achieved through heuristic strategies.
Heuristics are general mIes of thumb and it is expected that they will sometimes fail. Proof planning [6, 5] provides a mechanismto make explicit heuristic
search strategies. It separatesthe search für a proof from the soundnessof the
logical argument. This decoupling means that flexible search strategies can be
used. Tactics are procedures that perform large grain proof steps, following
the LCF style of theorem proving [11]. Methods are partial tactic specifications,
outlining the preconditions that should be true before applying a tactic and
the resulting effects having applied the tactic. Proof planning involves a search
using the methods alone. During this searchmethods may fail to apply and critics [15, 17] may be invoked to patch the proof. Critics have been successfuHy
applied in patching induction proofs [16, 17, 18]. Once a proof plan is found it
is converted into its corresponding tactic sequenceand executed inside asound
theorem prover. Proof planning haB been implemented in OMEGA [3], CLAM
and ),-CLAM. A project also practically demonstrated the separation between
soundness and search by changing the object level of the CLAMproof planner
from OYSTERto HOLin CLAM-HOL[20].
20f

the

form:

r~Q

r.Q~11
r~11
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2.3 Progress Toward Automated va Proof
There has been extensive researchon automating the discovery of loop invariants. Key to performing this is information discovery. Most researchhas been
placed on gaining the additional information by employing a top-down strategy,
where information is extracted from the program specification. This strategy
has been implemented successfully within the proof planning paradigm using
critics to automate the discovery of invariants and lemmas [21]. An opposing
bottom-up approach is also applicable, extracting information directly from the
program source code. The branching factor of a bottom-up strategy is high,

requiring sameconstraintsto to providemoretargetedinformation.

.

Industrial strength verification systems have Jet to adopt these techniques
für automating the proof of VCs. There is a need to develop systems in the
spirit of CLAM hut with an industrial context.

3

Research Proposal

The SPARKapproach stands out as Olleof the few examplesof software verification being successfully applied in industry. However, the SPARKapproach haB
not directly addressedthe difficulties associated with performing Floyd-Hoare
verification. Researchinto automated reasoning haBproduced many promising
ideas für automating the proof of theorems in generaland VCs in specific. However, the exploration of this research haB typically been outside an industrial
setting.

We proposeto further enhancethe applicabilityof the the SPARK approach

by improving the automation of its tools supporting formal proof. The proof
planning paradigm will be used as a flexible framework within which this automation can be explored. Although focus will be placed on the SPARKverification problems, as a regular imperative language the techniquesdiscovered are
likely to be useful in other contexts. Our researchhypothesisis:
Significant productivity gains can be made in automating the verification of high integrity software by developingnew heuristics and
implementing these within the proof planning pamdigm.
Same possible classesof heuristics have already been identified. Exploiting
existing tools inside a NuSPADEcontext could bring same benefits. Decision
procedures, uniform proof procedures and analytical tools may all have a role
to playas heuristics. Further, information discovery is key für supporting many
heuristics. The strang foundations für the top-down approach can be buHt
upon, whHe same exploratory work using bottom-up techniques may also be
advantageous. Finally, proving that a VC is falBe indicates that there is an
error in the specification, code or both. Heuristics could be constructed that
target such non-theorems. Experience from the testing community may bring
valuable insights into where to look für non-theorems.
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The poster will describe the cooperation between the mathematical knowledge repository
MBASE [5] and the mathematical proof assistant OMEGA [2]. The cooperation aims to assist
a user of OMEGAduring the proof construction, namely to suggest possible theorems and lemmas that could be applied in the current proof situation. For this task, we exploit the particular
features provided by the two systems. MBASE is a repository für mathematical content ranging
from mathematical texts to formal theories. Besidessimple retrieval functionality MBASE allows
to find specific pieces of knowledge by structural queries. OMEGAmanagesthe processofproof
construction integrating different approaches: interactive and automated theorem proving, proof
planning, use of externat systems.
MBASE

MBASE is a mathematicalknowledgemanagementsystembasedon OMDoc [4], which is an
extension of the OPENMATH standard (http://www.openmath.org/).
OPENMATHprovides a
universal syntax für formal mathematical objects and is appropriate für communication with automated deduction servicesand computer algebra systems. Basedon this representationfür terms,
OMDoc can be used to represent mathematical documents in a varying degreeof formalization,
ranging from text in naturallanguage controlling OPENMATHformulae up to completely formalized theories. From a practical point of view, the MBASE system can be seen as a repository of
OMDoc collections, which can be accessedand searchedby humans and software systems. Thus
MBASE provides separate interfaces für these two different types of "clients": Olle can browse
through MBASE content via the web interface whereas software systems can accessit via an
XML-RPC interface.
Olle query service offered by MBASE is the search für theorems containing a subterm that
matches a given pattern. We are using simple structural matching hefe. In principle, Olle can
supply any OPENMATH object as a pattern. Additionally, meta-variables can be used to match
arbitrary subterms consistently. Examples für patterns are commutativity J(x,y) = J(y,x) or
monotonicity J(x,y) => J(g(x),g(y» where J, g, x, y are meta-variablesand =, => are OPENMATH
symbols.
OMEGA

OMEGA is designedas a mathematicalassistantfür the constructionof mathematicalproofs.The

mall features of OMEGAare automatie generation of proofs based on the proof planner MULTI
and the support of interactive theorem proving with the agent-basedcommand suggestionmechanism OANTS[1]. Proofs are representedin the three-dimensional proof data structure 'PVS that
allows to have proofs at different levels of abstractness with the base calculus as least abstract
level. OMEGAhas a graphical user interface called LO VI [3], allows für the verbalization of formal
proofs into natural language via the proof explanation system P.rex and haB accessto different mathematical services via MathWeb [4]. Available mathematical services are first-order and
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higher-order automated theorem proving systems, computer algebras systems, model checkers,
constraint solvers, and the mathematical knowledge base MBASE.
MBASE is used to store and provide theories (containing the signature, definitions, theorems
and problems) of formalized mathematics für OMEGA.
Cooperation

between

MBASE and nMEGA

On the side of OMEGAthe OANTSmechanism is used to suggestpossible commands to the user.
OANTSis a blackboard architecture where für each inference mle and its arguments so-called
agents check für possible instantiations of the inference mle in the current proof context. The
inference mIes are either mIes of the basic calcuIus, tactics or methods from proof planning, and
have premises, conclusions, and possibIy additional parameters as arguments. H the agents found
instantiations für inference mIes, the corresponding commands are presented to the user in a
window of the graphical user interface LO UI.
We implemented two commandsfür the application of theoremsand the corresponding agents
in OMEGA, namely assertion-application and rewrite-application. The first command applies a
theorem of the form 'r/Xl,...,XnPI/\ ... !I Pm ::::} C when C matches with the formula to prove
and introduces PI,.. .,Fmas new unproved formulas. The latter applies conditional equations

'r/Xlo...,X.,PI
/\ .../\ Pm ::::} h

= t2 wheretl

(or t2) matchesa subtermof the formulato proveand

introduces PI, . . . , Pm and the old formula where tl is replacedby t2, or t2 is replaced by tl resp.,
as new unjustified formulas.
Agents that try to provide a suggestion für a theorem would have to test all theorems which
is rather expensive. At this point we use the pattern matching facilities of MBASE to get a
preselected set of theorems which are tested für applicability. In detail, MBASE is queried for
theorems containing a subformula matching the current formula to prove in case of assertionapplication, or fOTan equation containing a subterm of the current goal as fight hand side or left
hand side of an equation für rewrite-application. The argument agent filtersfrom this preselection
all theorems that are not of the fight form or not applicable and presentsthe remaining theorems
to the user.
WWW-References:

.

MBASE:

http:/

Demo http:/

.

OMEGA:

/www.mathweb.org/mbase
/mbase .mathweb. erg: 8080/mbase/

http://www.ags.uni-sb.deromega/

Dernohttp://www.ags.uni-sb.de/-omega/demo/
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1

Introduction

Algebra systemssalve equations with just Olle function (e.g. Solve) by deciding to which
equation type the given equation belangsto, and by choosingthe fight method für solving
that equation type. In order to acchievethis functionality, the equation solversof algebra
systemsimplement a sophisticated searchon a buge hierarchy of equation types.
The equation solvers of algebra systemsdo their work hidden from the user, and just
come up with the solution. The LSA.C-project,in contrary, roms at making the functions
transparent to the user. In the caseof equation solving this meansto show how the system
determinesthe type of the equation, which is the first step of solving the equation.
Another aim of LSAC is to provide.für asound logical basefür doing mathematics. As
I have been told so far, this aim is not my cancern,exceptan involvementin typing (LS4C
is basedon Isabelle and usesthe types implemented in HOL) and sub-typing, eventually.
In this extended abstract I will describethe problems I have to solve within my task
in the LS4.C-project,and I will give an example,and showhow the task can be cloneusing
LS4.C'smathematics engine so rar. The notions pattern, matching, normal form, orderd
rewriting, term order, rewriting, rewrite system,reductionsystem,reduction order I useas
defined in [Baader 1998].

2

My task within

the LSAC-project

2.1 Equation types
An equationtype can be discribedwith a pattern. For examplethe pattern für a linear
eqautioncouldlook like

it first haBto be transformed into a normal form. For the aboveexamplethe normal form
would be

(1+s)+(2*r)*x=O

2

(2)
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if x is the bound variable. If r is the bound variable the normal form would be
(1 + s) + (2 * x) * r = O.

2.3

Ordered rewriting

The standard method für transforming equationsin sucha war is orderedrewriting. Therefore you need a set oi (rewrite-)rules and a term order. To transform the above equation
(1) into the normal form (2) you would need the commutative rules für + and *. So the
respectiverule set would look like
rl:
r2:

(n+m => m+n)
(n * m => m * n)

(3)

In the first step you needto usethe rule rl to change2 * x * r + s to s +2 * x * r and then
you need to use the rille r2 to change2* x * r t02 * r * x. To use rules für transforming
eqautions into a different form is called rewriting and the set of such rewrite rules is called
the rewrite system.
If you want to automate the transformation the system needsto be smart enought to
decide, when to use which rule to get the desired result (e.g. the normal form). It also
could happen that the transformation doesn't terminate. For exampleif the system would
apply the rule rl to the sametwo operandsconsecutivelyand thus never would terminate.
Thereforeyou needan order which can comparetwo terms in respectto specialcriterias.
In Orderedrewriting you just apply a rule to a term if the resulting term is smaller in respect
to the order. Such a rewrite system is also called a reduction system with a respective
reduction order.
2.4

The scope of my task

My task is restricted to all equationswhich are taught at Austrian high-schools(actually
to all equations contained in a frequently used textbook). For these equationsI have to do
the following:
1. determine normal forms for all equation types suchthat they are distinct
2. design a hierarchy for the equation types such that they can be searchedefficiently
3. for each normal form searchfor an appropriate term order, and developa toolbox of
term orders.

3

Some trials with lS4C's math engine

On this point I would like to show with an exampie how LSAC'smath engineworks.
I will take the above equation (1) and show how to get it into the normal form (2)
using the LS4.C'smath engine. First I want to do this step by step using the rules in (3)
and then automate the procedureby using the rules as an rule set with a term order.
3
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Step by step calculation

3.1

The mIes (3) impiemented in LSAC look like the following:
ML> radd_commute;
val it = "?m +

ML>
val

=

t;
ML> val

Soma

rewrite

val

3.2

t

=

(t,-)

=
(IJrmult_commuteIJ,IJIJ)

"LinArith.thy""tless_true""e_rls"false

"s + (#1 + r * (#2 * x»

Automated

= #0"

:

t;

string

calculation

In LS4.Cyoucan implement a rule set as a set of theorems:
ML> assoc_add_mult;
val it =

Rls
{preconds=[] ,rew_ord=("tless_true",fn),
rules=[Thm ("radd_commute","?m + ?n = ?n + ?m"),
Thm ("rmult_commute","?m
* ?n = ?n * ?m")] ,
rls
scr=Script
(Free("xxx"
,"RealDef .real"))}

The term order rew-ord is an order which prefers the bound variable shifted to the right
within a term. The system now tries to apply Ollerule after the other to the equation but
just doing so if the term is getting smaller. If it can' t apply a rule any more the system
stops and returns the result.
ML> val

Soma (t,-)

= rewrite_set

"LinArith.thy"

### trying
thm
### rewrite_set_:

'radd_commute'
s + (#1 + #2 * x * r)

### trying

'radd_commute'

thm

4

= #0

"eval_rls"

falBe

"assoc_add_mult"

t;
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###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
val

4

not:
not:

"8 + (#1 + #2 * x * r)"
"#1 + #2 * x * r" > "#2

> "#1 #2 * x * r
* x * r + #1"

trying
thm 'rmult_commute'
rewrite_8et_:
8 + (#1 + r * (#2 * x»
trying
thm 'rmult_commute'
not:
not:

"r * (#2 * x)" > "#2
"#2 * x" > "x * #2"

trying
thm 'radd_commute'
not:
"8 + (#1 + r * (#2
not:
"#1 + r * (#2 * x)"

sn

= #0

* x * r"

* x»" > "#1 + r
> "r * (#2 * x)

thm 'rmult_commute'
* (#2 * x)" > "#2 * x * r"
"#2 * x" > "x * #2"
not:
t = "8 + (#1 + r * (#2 * x)) = #0"

*

(#2 * x) + SOl
#1"

trying

not:

"r

string

Summary

This abstract presentsthe problem I have to salve within my diploma thesis and within
the LSAC-project: use term orders für rewriting to normal forms, which can be matched
with patterns of types of equations.
My work started a few weeks aga, and I hope to proceed during the time until the
Calculemus Autumn School such that I may present my work in a more advancedway.
And I hope to get background information (deduction systems,partiality etc.) on the work
I am going to da.

5
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Abstract.
This paper describes work aimed at extending the recently
developed proof-planning framework CORE [1] by a suggestion mechanism that supports interactive proof search.

1

Introduction

Problems inherent to fuIly automated theorem provers as weIl as the
need für intelligent mathematieal assistant systemshave led to a growing
interest in interactive theorem proving environments. However, most of
the eurrent systems are not very intuitive to use and require a strang
background in mathematieal logie in order to apply them sueeessfully.
Theseshorteomingsare mainly eausedby the fact that interactive theorem provers are usually tao tightly related to a logical ealeulus: Interactive proof search typically proeeeds by sequentially seleeting and
applying inferenee rules of the ealeulus that underlies the respeetive system. In order to assist the user, these systems are orten ahle to pre-seleet
aset of applicable rules from the set of all available inferenee rules and
might even be ahle to automatically instantiate parameters of these rules
(cf. the n-ANTS [3] suggestion mechanism of the nMEGA [2] system).
However, the need to appIy rules from a given caleulus commits the user
to perform very fine grained proof steps that orten do not correspond to
the broader steps that one would find in a proof of a human mathematician. Moreover, most ealeuli make it neeessaryto perform many proof
steps that would not oeeur in human generated text bock proofs at all.
ODe example is foeusing on subtasks which is orten clone automatieally
by humans hut which is very hard to mimie when being eommitted to
the applieation of a fixed set of ealculus rules.
As an attempt to overcome these problems Autexier [1] recently presented a more intuitive proof framework which does not directly depend
on any ealeulus. Rather, the system allows the user to focus on a part of
a given formula and then to rewrite this subformula by applying rewrite
rules which are eomputed by the system from the eontext of the subformula under foeus.
As an example, eonsider the situation, where a formula of the form
F 1\ (Al V ... V An =? B) =? G

is to be proven. In this situation it would be natural to focus on the
subformula G and to show that Gis true by using information encoded in
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the antecedent of the formula (In fact, showing that G holds corresponds
to rewriting it to true in the new system). The system supports this style
of reasoning by suppling amongst others, the rewrite rules B -+ Ai to
manipulate the subformula G. That is, any occurrenceof Bin G can be
replaced by any of the Ai. Intuitively this expressesthe fact that in order
to show B, it is sufficient to show Ai, and then conclude B by making
use of the fact that (Al V. . . V An => B) belangs to the context of G. In
general, the rewiite rules generated by the system are of the form
[4>] h -+ v

where iJ>is a set of conditions under which application of the rule is
valid. If a rule is applied, the conditions are introduced as new open
goals. h is called the head of the rule. Any subformula in the current
focus that matches this head can be replaced by the value v. A formula
is a tautology if it can be rewritten to T.
In this paper I will briefly report on an ongoing project which roms at
extending the system by a suggestion mechanismthat supports the user
by making suggestions about the subformulas to be focussed on and
suggests rewrite rules for application.
The remainder of the paper is organized into six short, informal sections.
In the following section I will informally characterizethe search space of
the new system. Each of the then following sections describes ODeof
the central problems that have to be addressedin the project. The final
section describes the current state of the .project.

2

Proof Search

The style of reasoning supported by the system requires the user to wake
Olle out of two kinds of choieesat any proof state, i.e. the user ean either
1. apply any of the available rewrite rules to transform the foeus, or
2. narrow or widen the foeus, or set the foeusonto a eompletely different
subformula.
However, none of the choiees is trivial. First, there are usually many
rewrite-rules available, not all of whieh are applicable beeausetheir heads
do not match any. term in the foeus. Selecting the fight inferenee rille
might therefore sometimes become diffieult. In real-world scenarios there
are easily 30 rewrite rules available in each proof state. In these easesit
is a non-trivial task to identify the applicable rules.
Seeond, foeusing on the fight subformula is crucial for structuring the
searchj e.g. if there is more than Olle disjunctive goal, choosing the write
goal ean be erucial for suceessful search. The system would therefore
benefit from a suggestion mechanism that
1. is ahle to wake suggestions about which subformulas to foeus on,
and
2. presents only the applicable rewrite rules, ordered aceording to a
heuristic in such a way that the preferred rule ean be suggested for
applieation.
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3

Tactics

As is possible für other systems, there should be a way to encode the
definition of mathematical concepts or larger proof steps (induction, cliagonalization, etc.) in form of a tactic in the system. Providing a way to
use such tactics again causestwo problems:
1. It has to be decided on how tactics and their expansion can be
represented in the system.
2. Application of tactics should be supported by a suggestion mechanism in a similar way as was described für the rewrite rules.

4

Representation

of Tactics

In many theorem proving systems tactics are represented as a set of
premises and a conclusion (for instance in ilMEGA). When reasoning
backward, premises that cannot be instantiated with a proof line are
introduced as open problems when the tactic is applied. Forward application of a tactic leads to an extension of the support-lines by the
conclusion of the tactic.
It was decided to chose a similar representation of tactics für the new
system. The reason für this is twofold:
First, specifying tactics in this way is very intuitive für the designer of a
tactic. Second, if tactics are encoded in this way it is a straightforward
task to adapt ilMEGA s already existing suggestion mechanism il-ANTS
to the new framework.
The tli.ctic interpreter of the new system now allows the user to specify
tactics in the manner described above. Informally, the interpreter conPI...
Pn
verts a tactic of the form
C
into a rewrite rute of the form
C -+ Pi! 1\ Hj where the Pik are those premises of the tactic for which
no instantiation could be found. Application of a tactic then corresponds
to application of the computed rewrite rule. (Compare this to OMEGA
s natural deduction like calculus where the Pik are introduced as new
goals).
However, application of a tactic yields the new open goal (Pi!I\Pin => C)
which haB to be closed through tactic expansion. Currently, we intend
to expand tactics by simply handing the newly introduced subgoal along
with same necessarydefinitions or axioms to an external theorem prover
(such as OTTER, etc.). We hope that most problems that are introduced
by tactic application are simple enough to be solved immediately by such
a system. However, eventually a proper mechanism for tactic expansion
will have to be provided, although this is not part of the project described
here.

5

Supporting

Proof Search

To support proof search it wasdecidedto adaptthe agentbasedsuggestion mechanism il-ANTS [3,4] to the new system. il-ANTS is an agentbased, concurrent suggestion mechanism that was developed to support
interactive proof search in the ilMEGA system.
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Beeausethe representation of tacties in the new systemsis similar to the
Olle used in ilMEGA the adaption of il-ANTS to the new system is quite
straightforward.
Currently, il-ANTS already supports backward application of tactics in
the new system by searching für instanees of the conclusion amongst the
positive subformulas in the eurrent foeus. (This ean later be extended
to seareh through all negative subfomulas, which would eorrespond to
eonsidering all possible foei). Onee an instanee für a eonclusion of the
tactie is found, the system searchesfür instanees of the parameters of
the tactic in all positive subformulas that are a-related1 to the instanee
of the eonclusion.
More diffieult is the task of extending il-ANTS to support the dynamieally generated rewrite mIes that change when the foeus is shifted. A
suggestion mechanism that supports reasoning with this mIes should
ideally be ahle to:
- Filter out those rules whose head matches a subformula in the foeus,
i.e. determine the set of applieable rules.
- For all applieable rules, try to find instanees für the eonditions of
the rules. H such an instanee is found, the corresponding condition
no longer haB to be introduced as a new open subgoal hut can be
closed immediately.
- Order the applieable rules aceording to a given heuristic.
Although these demands seem to be quite similar to those required to
support applieation of tactics, they are not directly available in the
il-ANTS system. The maiD reason für this is that il-ANTS allows to
specify agents that seareh für instantiation of parameters für a given inferenee rule. However, because the dynamieally available rules are only
eomputed during the prüDe,no agents can be specified in advance.
To solve this problem it is intended to extend the system by an agent
that sequentially checks für the applieability of each rewrite rule and -ir
a rule is applieable- also sea;;.ehes
für instanees of the eondition of the
respective rule.

66 Focusing
Foeusing on the eorreet subformula of a goal is crucial für successfulproof
search. This can be seen as follows: a rewrite rule is applicable in a given
foeus if its head matches any of the subformulas in the foeus. Henee, the
more subformulas a foeus contains, the more rewrite-rules are generally
applicable in that situation. With more applicable rules at hand the
task of selecting or suggesting the eorreet rule für applieation becomes
more diffieult. Moreover, in easeof automated proof search, where each
mIes haB to be applied systematically, the searchspate becomeslarger if
more rules are available. Furthermore, not every subformula needsto be
foeused onji.e. when a goal consists of eertain disjunetive subgoals it is
1 In the new system formulas are annotated with a primary type a, ß, "f or 6. Intuitively, formulas of type ß are those formulas that causea split in asequent calculus
prüDe.However, see [5] für details
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suffieient to seleet Olle of the subgoals and rewrite it to true. Henee, foeus
placement is important to strueture the proof search in an intelligent
war. Consequently, a suggestion mechanism for the framework should be
ahle to identify a minimal set of foei required to show the validity of a
formula where each of the seleeted foei should eontain as small formulas
as possible.
To enable the system to make suggestions on where to place the foeus it
is planned to acid a so ealled foeus agent to the suggestion mechanism.
This agent should analyze the eurrent goal and identify a set of subformulas that have to be manipulated in order to prove the overall goal.
By carefully seleeting those subformulas the agent guides the user by
suggesting subgoals which have to be proven in turn. Ideally, the agent
is ahle to identify the crueial foei and to present them to the user Olle
after another, so that the user only needs to concentrate on selecting the
eorreet rewrite rules.

7

Current State of Implementation

Currently, the il-ANTS suggestion mechanism haBbeen successfullyadapted
to support the use of tactics in the new framework. However, the suggestion mechanism cannot Jet deal with the dynamically generated rewrite
mies. Furthermore, a simple tactic interpreter haB been implemented
which allows Olle to execute tactics which can be specified in the manner
described above.
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ABSTRACT

A problem of reasoningabout actionsis given in termsof an initial situation,
a terminal situation, a set of feasibleactions,and a setof constraints.The task
of a problem solver is to find the best sequenceof permissibleactionsthat can
transform the initial situation into the terminal situation.Proof planning is an
approachto theoremproving which usesproof methodsrather than low-level
logical inferencemIes to prove a theoremat hand.It is a powernd techniquefür
guiding the searchfür proofs in automatedreasoningfür it often dramatically
reduces the search space, allows reuse of proof methods, and moreover
generatesproofs wherethe reasoningstrategiesof proofsare transparent.
In general, realistic problems have enormousassociatedspacesof possible
solutionsthat must be explored (searched)to find an actual solution that meets
the requirementsof the problem. These spacesare milch tao large to be
searchedin their entirety,and ways must be found to focus or short-circuitthe
searchfür solutionsif systemsareto haveany practicalutility. Put anotherway,
almost every interesting problem class is computationally intractable
(NP-completeor worse), meaning that in the warst case problems may take
time exponentialin the problem size to salve.Importantquestionsincludeways
to reduce problem size and to focus search, and techniques für finding
approximatesolutionsquickly.
Supposeyou have left Jour keys somewherein the hause but cannot
rememberwhere, and need to fmd them quickly. You could do a systematic
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searchof the entire house,perhapsstarting in the garageand exploring every
nook and cranny to be absolutelysurethe keys are not there before moving to
other rooms. However, experiencesuggeststhat this ought to be a last resort
and that a quick searchfollowing your instinct or "following your nose"is often
likely to be successfulmore quickly. This suggeststhat whenthe searchspaceis
very largeand a completesearchwill taketoo long, thenit canbe worthwhile to
give up any hore of ever doing a completesystematicsearchand insteadusean
algorithm that concentrateson first exploringa goodselectionofthe most likely
places.
Many such algorithms are based on some form of "iterative repair." We
proposea solution, look at its deficienciesand then try to repair Olleof these
deficiencies, obtaining a new state that we hope is doser to an acceptable
solution. This processis repeatedmanytim esuntil the stateis acceptable,or we
TUnout of patience.In order to savememorysuchalgorithmscannotremember
all the placesthat have already beensearched.Hence,they often intentionally
involve some degreeof randomness:if decisionsare made by tossing a coin
then it is less likely that we will repeat exactly the samemistakeson each
attemptto solve the problem.
Also, we can encodean optimizedreasoningstrategy(e.g. expertknowledge)
in proof methods,which can be usedin proof planning,by employingan kinds
of different reasoningtechniquesin particularreasoningsystems(e.g. computer
algebrasystem).
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Introduction.
The problem of construction of a goal-oriented technique
für inference search based on the gequellt formalism of fi.rst-order classical
logic is solved. This technique gives an simple way für extension of logicprogramming tools using SLD-resolution in the form of SLD-trees.
In this connection, we note that Gentzen calculi [1], including Kanger's
calculus [2], significantly yield proof searchefficiencyto resolution-type methods (suchthat resolution-type methods, Maslov's inversemethod, etc.), which
rely upon results of Skolem [3] and Herbrand [4]. To overcomethis obstacle,
special goal-oriented gequellt calculi are constructed hefe. Two peculiarities
are inherent in the calculi: preliminary skolemization is used tor increasing
their proof search efficiency (and this permits to use a technique of finding
most general unifiers) and selectionof an appropriate rule is driven by a goal
under consideration. Soundnessand completenessof thesecalculi are proven.
As to SLD-resolution, we must note that results obtained give a simple
way to transform gequellttrees to trees, which can be consideredas a general
conclusion of the usual notion of SLD-trees. This gives a "key" tor constructing complete extensionsof SLD-resolution when logical consequence
of
arbitrary first-order formulas skolemizedis under consideration.
Preliminaries.
Asequent form of first-order classicallogic without equality is considered. It is known [5] that deducibility of any gequellt can be
reduced to deducibility of asequent with eliminated positive quantifiers and
with bound variables only. Therefore, we can assumethat any gequelltconsists of quantifier-free formulas, which in twos have no common variables.
Notions of terms, formulas, and literals are consideredto be known. If L
is a literal, then -L denotesits complement. The expressionF-' denotesthe
1
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result of one-stepcarryingof the negationinto a formulaF and ~ denotesthe
empty formula. Also note that we understand positive (P l F+ J) and negative
(P l F- J) occurrencesof a formula F in a formula P in the usual sense.
We treat the notion of (simultaneous) most generalunifier as in [6].
An equationis a pair of terms sand t, which is written as S ~ t.
Let L be a literal of a form R(tI,..., in) (-.R(t1,..., in)) and M be a literal
of a form R(Sl" .., Sn) (-.R(Sl"'" Sn)), where R is a predicate symbol and
tI,. . ., in, SI,. . ., Sn are terms. Then E(L, M) denotesthe set of equations
{tl ~ SI,..., tn ~ Sn}' In this case, Land M aresaid to be equalmodulo
E(L, M)(L ~ M modulo E(L, Mn.
We understand sequentsin the usual sense. Further we consider only

one-goalsequents.Note that asequentof the form r

~

~

is calledan axiom.

A notion of trees usesin the usual sense.In what follows,so-calledgequellt
trees are considered. Asequent tree is a tree with nodeslabeled by sequents.
When a proof of an initial gequelltS is searched,an inferencetreeTr w.r.t.
S is constructed. At the beginning, Tr contains only S. The subsequent
nodes are generatedwhen suitable rules are applied "from top to bottom".
A set Eq(Tr) of equations is connectedwith every inferencetree Tr. We
suppose Eq(Tr) is equal to 0 für every initial tree Tr. For an inference
tree Tr different tram an initial tree, Eq(Tr) is determined as Eq(Tr') U
E(L, M), where Tr' is such a tree that Tr is "inferred" tram Tr' with same
rule application and E(L, M) is determined by this rule application.
An inferencetree Tr is consideredto bea prooftree w.r.t. S if and only if
the following conditions are satisfied: every leaf of Tr is an axiom and there
exists a simultaneous general unifier of all equationstram Eq(Tr).

asdescribedbelow is

A Goal-Oriented gequellt Calculus. A calculus

intended to establish that a formula a is the logical consequenceof formulas PI, ..., Pn. (In this case, Pb", ,Pn, and G are called initial formulas.)
Clearly, für defining GS it only remains to give its inferencerules (cf. [7]).
Goal Splitting rules. Theserules are used für elimination of the principal
logical connective from the goal of asequent under consideration. Any rule
application results in generation of a new gequellt (sequents)with a new goal
(goals)
and,
rules
E(L,
M)possibly,
is equalwith
to 0.new premises. Note that für an
. Goal Splitting

r~F:)F1
r,F ~

Fl

r~FvF1

r,Fi"' ~ F

r -+ F ::>Fl
r, Fi" -+ -.F

r -+ F !\ Fl
r -+ F r -+ Fl
2

r

-+

P V PI

r,p-'

-+ PI

r -+ -.F
r -+ P-'
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Premise Duplication Rule.

rI,FLM+j,r2

L

~

rI,F',FLM+j,r2

~ L

where L ~ M modulo E(L, M), and F' is a variant of a formula F.
A uxiliary Goals rules. As in [7], an order of applications of the rules
of this group is "controlled" by a succedentlitera! L. Note that below M
denotesa literal satisfying the following condition: L ~ M modulo E(L, M)
rt,FLM-J

::>Ft,r2~L

r t, (F LM +j )"",, r 2 ~ L r I, r 2 ~ Ft-'

r

I,

F V Ft lM+ J, r 2

rt,FtLM+J,r2

~

~

L rt,r2

rI, FlM+J

rt, FLM+J, FI,r2

r

-.F

-+

~
-+

rt,-.(FlM-J),r2

F

2 ~

I,

rI, F 1\ FtlM+J, r2 ~ L
rI, FtlM+ j,F, r2 ~ L

L
L
~

r

F lM+ J V Ft, r 2 ~ L
rt,FLM+J,r2 ~ L rI,r2 ~ -.Ft

L

1\ FI, r2

rI,FJFtLM+J,r2~L
L M + J, r 2 ~
L r I,

r t , Ft

L

rI,F-'LM+J,r2~L

rI,M,r2

~

L

rt,M,r2~#

Contrary Closing rule(CC - rule). Let Tr be asequent tree and Er be

its branchwith a leaf LI labeledasequentr

~

L, wherer is a sequence
of

formulas, and L is a litera!. Let Er contain asequent r' ~ M, where r' is a
sequenceof formulas, and M is a litera! such that , L ~ M modulo E( L,
M). If Tr' is obtained from Tr by meansof adding Ollesuccessorlabeled by
""

r

~

#to LI,

then Tr' is said to be inferredfrom Tr by CC-rule. The set

Eq(Tr') is determined as Eq(Tr) U E(,, L, M).
By defining a!l the rules of GS, we have the following result.
Proposition 1. Let formulas Pt,. .. , Pn form a consistent finite set of
formulas. A formula G is the logical consequenceof Pt, . . . , Pn if and only if

thereexistsa proof tree w.r.t. the gequelltPI,... , PR,-.G ~ G in GS.
Modifications of GS. Aseparate consideration requires the case, when
we examine only sequentsof the form Mt,t V...V Mt,rl' ..., Mn,t V...V Mn,rn
Lt 1\...I\Lk, where Mt,I, ..., Mn,rn' LI, ..., Lk are literals. Because any
first-order formula can be reduced to the conjunctive (disjunctive) normal
form by me ans of logical-equivalence preserving transformations, it is easy to
seethat establishing deducibilityof any gequellt is equivalent to establishing
~

3
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deducibility of asequent of the form MI,I V...V MI,rp ...,Mn,1 V...V Mn,rn
-4 LI !\ ... !\ Lko That is why we can investigate these sequents only. In this
connection note that if G is LI !\ ... !\ Lk, then G-' is LI V 0..V Lk.
Taking the above into account, the calculus GS can be transformed into
a calculus LS of literal sequents having the following rules.
"-'

Goal Splitting rule. The rule below generalizes(-4

"-'

!\ )-rule from GS in

the case, when !\ is considered as a multiple-place operation.

r
r

--+

--+

LI,

LI !\

. . . !\

. .. , r

--+

Lm
Lm

Auxiliary Goals rule. This rule is applied when the goal of asequent is a
litera!.
rb Al V ... V An V M V BI V ... V Br, r2 --+ L

f'

--+'"

A~, . .. , r' --+'" A~, f' --+'" B~, . .. , f' --+'" B~

where At,... , V An, Bt,. . . , Br, L, and Mare literals, f' is the sequence
ft,AI V... V An VM V BI V... V Br,f2' L ~ M modulo E(L,M), and

A~,... ,A~, B~,... ,B~ arenewvariantsof Ab'" ,An' Bt,... ,Br, respectively.

The calculusL8 has the same(-+ #)-rule and CC-rule, as G8 has.

Proposition 2. Let clausesPI,... , Pn form a consistent finite set of
clauses. A conjunction of literals G is the logical consequence
of Pt, . .. , Pn
if and only if there exists a proof tree w.r.t. the sequent PI""

, Pn, G'"

-+

G

in the calculus L8.
The peculiarity of L8 is that antecedentsof inferred sequentscoincide
with an antecedent of an initial sequent, gay, f. This permits to consider
f as a set of input clausesand to transform any inference tree Tr in L8
into a tree ,(Tr) having the samenodes, as Tr hag, and labelling by only
goals of corresponding sequents. Such a tree ,(Tr) is said to be a goaltree corresponding to Tr and we have an easy way to go from L8 to SLDresolution.
The completenessof SLD-resolution is a well-known result in Logic Programming (see,für example, [8, 9]). The proposition below containsit.
Corollary (Soundnessand Completenessof SLD-resolution). Let positive Horn clausesPI, . .. , Pn form a consistent finite set of clausesand G be
a conjunction of atomic formulas. The goal G is the logical consequence
of PI"" , Pn if and only if there exists a proof tree w.r.t. the sequent

PI,." , Pn,

G'"

-+

Gin the calculusL8 without any CC-rule application.

In conclusion, let us note that the corollary assertsthat the calculi GS
and LS can be consideredas complete extensionsof SLD-resolution.
4
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ABSTRACT
The maiß result 01 [2J was the probabilistic algorithm to obtain the autoreducedGröbner Basis 01 an algebraic ideal over the
ring 01 integer numbers. This algorithm leaves a place lor a possibility, that the basis obtained is not valid Gröbner one (with
certain, usually very small probability). The important idea is that we perlorm computation 01 the autoreducedGröbner Basis
lor the integer ideal 1 and lor its projection 1p over the modular field Zp simultaneously. 11 we see the zero reduction in
modular rose, we don't perlorm integer one either. We extended this idea lor the Minimal 1nvolutive Basis algorithm [6J.
Using the method described in [2J, it was shown, that this algorithm is also very sequential.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this werk we present an attempt to parallelize the algorithm of computation of the minimal involutive bases. As Faugere
has shown, the task of the Gröbner-like basis computation is very sequential and, therefore, every attempt to parallelize it
essentially breaks the original algorithm. The maiD reason is that the result of the polynomial reduction alten depends on
the ether polynomial, in particular, on the last reduced polynomial.
We present also a pseudo-probabilistic Faugere-type version of the computation method of the minimal involutive basis of the
ideal. For example, we need to launch the Minimal Involutive Basis algorithm [6] on an integer system. Usually most of the
time will be spent on involutive reducing the unnecessary polynomials (which have zeros as normal form). Instead of true
integer computation we can perform its modular analog, and see which involutive prolongations are redundant. And later,
having obtained the modular involutive reduction protocol, we can perform corresponding integer involutive reductions step
by step. Certainly, this algorithm is not correct everywhere, hut it gives the valid minimal involutive basis with very high
probability. Upon completion of this part we have to check the involutive basis property. Ir we have failed we have to execute
slow integer computation.
Surprisingly, für most systems we can obtain a correct minimal involutive basis using this method without slow integer
computation and in many casesthe check phase is very quick. We can also perform parallel checking using as much processors
as we have.

2. PSEUDO-PROBABILISTICRECOMPUTINGAPPROACH,SEQUENTIALVERSION
In paper [2] a general probabilistic approach to the Buchberger-like algorithmS is scetched. In Dur paper we use this approach
to the Minimal Involutive Basis algorithm presented in [6]
In the following algorithm we will denote by N FL the involutive normal form, by NM L the set of non-multiplicative variables
and by Criterion the involutive interpretation of the standard Buchberger criterion.
Criterion(g, '1.1.,
T) is true provided that if there is (I, v, D) E T such that Im(f)ILlm(g)

and lcm( u, v) -< lm(g).

The ~;teger Probabilistic Minimal lnvolutive Basis Algorithm works as folIows: we assume the sets P, G, T, Q to be the
sets of the polynomials with the integer coefficients. By Pp, Gp, Tp, Qp we will denote their projections to the sets of the
polynomials over Zp. The symbol gp stands für the modular projection of an polynomial with integer coefficients g.
Procedure GetM odular Projection(g) projects the polynomial 9 with the integer coefficients to a polynomial with the coefficients over the ring Zp and returns its projection gp. If we have the set N of polynomials we will denote by Np =
GetModularProjection(N)
the set of projections of polynomials which are contained in N.
Procedure CheckValidityO does the check phase of the algorithm. It checks,whether the initial monomials of the elementsof
integer and modular set coincide(first case), or the leading monomials of a polynomial and its modular projection are equal.
If that equivalence doesn't hold, that means, that there's sufficient divergence between the integer and modular case, and
there is na senseto continue the process. In that case CheckValidityO stops the algorithm.
Algorithm Integer Probabilistic
Minimal Involutive Basis
Input: F, a finite polynomial set
Output: G, probably, the minimal involutive basis of the ideal Id(F)
begin
F := Autoreduce(F)
Fp := GetModularProjection(F)
CheckValidity(F, Fp)
choose 9 E F with the lowest lm(g) w.r.t. -<
T:= {(g,lm(g),0)}jQ:=
0jG:= {g}
tor each f E F \ {g} do
Q := Q U {(f, lm(!) , 0)}
gp := GetM adular Projection(g)j Gp := {gp}
CheckValidity(g, gp)
repeat
h:= 0
while Q 'I- O and h = 0 do
choose 9 in (g,u,P) E Q with the lowest lm(g) w.r.t. -<
gp = GetModularProjection(g)
CheckValidity(g, gp)
Q:= Q\ {(g,u,P)}
jf Criterion(g, u, T) is falBe then hp := NFL(gp, Gp)
jf hp 'I-0 then h = NFdg, G)
CheckValidity(h, hp)
end
jf h 'I- 0 then G:= G U {h}j Gp := Gp U {hp}
jf lm(h) = lm(g) then T := TU {(h, u, P)}
else T := TU {(h, lm(h), 0)}
tor each f in (f, v, D) E T s.t. lm(f) ~ lm(h) do
T := T \ {(f, v, D)}j Q := Q U {(f, v, D)}j G := G \ {f}
fp := GetModularProjection(f)j
Gp := Gp \ {fp}
while exist (g,u,P) E T and xE NML(g,G) \ P and, if Q 'I- 0,
s.t. lm(gx) -$lm(f) for all f in (f, v, D) E Q do
choose such (g,u,P), x with the lowest lm(g)x w.r.t. -<
T:= T \ {(g, u, P)}U{(g, u,P U {x})}
jf Criterion(gx, u, T) is false then hp := N FL (gpx, Gp)
jf hp 'I-0 then h := NFL(g, G)

CheckValidity(h, hp)
jf lm(h) = lm(gx) then T:= TU {(h,u, 0)}
else T := TU {(h, lm(h), 0)}
tor each f in (f, v, D) E T with lm(f) ~ lm(h) do
T:= T\ {(f,v,D)}jQ:=
QU {(f,v,D)}jG:=
G\ {n
fp := GetM adularProjection(f)j Gp := Gp \ {fp}
end
until Q ::/=0

end
This algorithm sooms to be efficient, when the integer coefficients of the polynomials procooded are very large. The zero
reductions are very common during the execution of the algorithm. Experience shows, that the coefficients of these reduced
to zero polynomials in process of the reduction are orten the largest during the entire algorithm. A voiding of this work is the
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main reason of the effectiveness of the algorithm presented.

Of course, we can give same examples, where such a procedure doesn't give the valid Minimal Involutive Basis. In that case
we should perform the canonical algorithm.
After the execution of the probabilistic algorithm, we have to test, whether the system of polynomials obtained is the valid
Minimal Involutive Basis. The procedure is simple. Let G be the obtained set. We make all non-multiplicative prolongations
of the elements of G and reduce them with respect to G. If all prolongations are reducible to zero, the basis is obtained. Else
we have to perform canonical algorithm.

3. PSEUDO-PROBABILISTIC RECOMPUTING APPROACH, PARALLEL VERSION
The detailed analysis shows that involutive reducing of the redundant prolongations (the prolongations whose normal form is
zero) take a lot of running time. The only war to eliminate them correctly is to use criteria, described in [7]. But this is only
apart of the task. Some zero prolongations remain. For integer computations, the cost of one involutive reduction is rather
expensive, and the elimination of redundant prolongations is very important.
In integer computations, probabilistic approaches playa significant roje. The ward "probabilistic" means that, after termination of the algorithm, we are to check, whether the obtained polynomial system is the minimal involutive basis of the
initial ideal. The theory requires that a Buchberger-like algorithm should be run again. (We generate prolongations and try
to get the normal form of them.) But empirical results show that, if the initial system is an involutive basis of an ideal, a
Buchberger-like algorithm quickly finishes the work.
Let I be an initial integer polynomial system and Ip its modular projection. The algorithm consists of three steps:

.

Sequential calculation of the minimial involutive basis of Ip and recording the non-zero involutive reductions into the

.
.

list RL.
Parallel re-execution of RL-reductions on the set I. We finally obtain an integer system RL(I).
Parallel checking whether RL(I)

is an involutive

basis.

We record the reductions in the following form. Assume that we have added n-l polynomials to the basis. We are proceeding
the polynomial number n. Initially, it can be formed as the polynomial prolongation of the polynomials k by the variable
y or may be one of the initial

generators.

Then, it is reduced by polynomials

number nl,

. . . , nk

to a non-zero involutive

normal form. Its protocol is, by definition, [Prolongation, k, y, nl, . . . nkJ in prolongation case,and [FromI nitialSet, nl, . . . nkJ
otherwise, where Prolongation and FromlnitialSet
are the two opposite values of a Boolean indicator.
We do the second step as folIows. Let us call a pair {polynomial,protocol}
reduction map is one operation of the following forms:

a reduction map. A one-step transformation of a

{O,[Prolongation,k, y, nl,... nkJ} > {Prolongation(k, V),[nl,... nkJ}

(1)

{O,[FromlnitialSet, nl,... nkJ} > {NextFromlnitialSet, [ni,... nkJ}

(2)

{p, [ni,. . . nie]} > {invoReduce(p,~), [~+1,. . . nie]}

(3)

The transformation 2 can be alwaysperformed. Operations1 and 3 can be düneonly when the polynomialsk or ni have
beenJet computed. Otherwise,the map is calledlocked. A map {p, m, wherep is an arbitrary polynomial,is terminal.
We have one master and N slaves. Every slave keeps all the previously computed basis polynomials. At each step, the master
reads protocols in RL and distributes the maps of the form
{O, [Prolongation, k, y, nl, . . . nk]} or {polynomial from initial set, [nI, . . . nk]}
over the slaves. Each slave transforms (reduces) the maps, which are not terminal or locked, and then sendspolynomials from
terminal maps back to master. Sometimes, a slave interrupts its work to get all new computed basis polynomials from the
master and the new maps. After that, same locked pairs become non-Iocked and master can continue its work with them.

84the algorithIIl ends its work, the master (and all slaves) will have the system which is likely to be the minimal involutive
When
basis. But it not always so, and, hence, we need checking.
The checking is clone in the following way. We create non-multiplicative prolongations of polynomials from RL(I) and send
them to the slaves. Since every slave has the whole basis list, it involutively reduces the received pairs itself and sendsthe
error messageif the result is not zero. One can see that with increasing of the slave number, the speed of testing also linearly
increases.
Also we present results of the theoretical estimation of the maximum possible parallelization quality für number of test
systems. This is clone using Faugere's technique, für detailed description refer to [2].
Pseudo-Probabilistic Faugere's algorithm is a mighty tool für computing the involutive basis of integer polynomial systems.
The most important fact für parallelization of this algorithm is the possibility to check basis using all available processors.
Our program complex supports both integer and modular field computations. It is implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0
and can be compiled on many platforms. Parallelization is supported by meansof MPI 1.1 standard.
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In this poster we present the Stern-Brocot tree and a (binary) representation für rational and real numbers based on this tree. We show sorne
arithmetical algorithms für this binary representation.
The Stern-Brocot tree is a binary tree controlling an positive rational
numbers with the important property that each rational number occurs ex-

actly once. For fl. and P1.we definethe mediantof them to be the fraction
PI+ P2.
ql q2

ql

q2

In this tree every row consistsof the fractions that are mediants of
elementsof previous rows. We start to write the two pseudo-fractions~ and
*, we proceed to construct the tree row by row. The first row is the mediant
of the two initial pseudo-fractions,that is ~~~ = t. We write this mediant
in the middle of the initial pseudo-fractions.The secondrow consistsof the
mediant of (~,t) and the mediant of (h *). We continue in this way and
each time we choose two neighbouring fractions (Le. two fractions which
when moving from left to fight there is no other fraction betweenthem); and
we place their mediant in a new row and in the middle of the two parents.
This construction is illustrated in Figure I. The resulting tree has many interesting properties. We present same of the basic properties in this poster.
For more properties including samecombinatorial properties see[4, 1].
Lemma 1 All the fractions occumng in the Stern-Brocottree are irreducible.

1
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Lemma 2 Every positive rational number occurs exactly once in the SternBrocot tree.
It haB already been observed[4] that this property can be used to give
a binary encoding of positive rational numbers. We will formally introduce
this representation as a basis für inductively defined rational numbers and
present the algorithms für computing the arithmetical expressionson them.
This representation haBthe benefit that it is easily formalisablein a theorem
prover using inductive types. Thus we define the set USB of unsignedSternBrocot rational numbersaB:

USB = L USB I R USB I I
Therefore we represent any positive rational number by a finite sequence
of L's and R's which ends in I. Subsequently following the methods für
computing with continued fractions [3, 7, 5, 6] we will show the algorithms
für computing homographiefunctions:
HA : qt

f---t

= cx+d
ax+b

H A (x)

Q+

a, b,c, dEZ

A = [~ ~]

and quadratic functions:
QA

: jR+

ft

jR+

Q A (X, y) = axy+bx+cy+d

A = [ a b C d=
]

y+fx+gy+h

a,b,c,d,e,f,g,hE Z

efgh

für this representation. The latter will give us the algorithms für computing
the field operations.
We will show that this inductive representation can be generalisedto
a coinductive representation. That is to say we define the set of unsigned
Stern-Brocot real numbers:
Colnducti ve USB = L : USB -+ USB IR:

USB -+ USB 11:USB

As defined here, areal number is a possibly infinite binary stream of L's
and R's (and if it is finite it ends in I). As it is the casewith an efficient
representation of real numbers, same redundancy will arise here. In the
poster we will briefly discussthis redundancy.
2
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Similarly the algorithms that we defined für computation on the rational
Stern-Brocot representation (the homographic and quadratic algorithms),
can be generalisedto obtain lazy algorithms für the caseof real numbers.
Furthermore, we shall give some generalisationsof quadratic algorithm,
to calculate more complex arithmetical expressions,suchas polynomials and
rational functions. We will also mention how Ollecan usethe methods given
in [6] to evaluate the power seriesof transcendentalfunctions.
The formalisation of algorithms in the Coq theorem prover [2], is in
progress. We conclude the presentation by showingsome of the difficulties
peculiar to this formalisation.

3
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Abstract
We present a prototype of a browser based GUI for the interactive reasoning system GaRE. Very
sophisticated reasoning and proof planning systems such as GaRE and !1MEGAexist for experts.
The purpose of Dur research is to make these systems usable by the non-experts. We consider this a
prerequisite to establish automated reasoning and proof planning as an advanced assistant tool for
maths education. and human mathematical reasoning. On the proof of "..j2 is irrational" we provide
a demo of a prototypical browser based GUI of GaRE..
.

Introd uction
A calculator is such an easy to use helper for basic mathematical operation as a simple text editor
for writing words. To calculate logeS) (np to a certain precision) only three actions are necessary
and within a millisecond we see the result on the display. One reason why we UBethe calculator
is obviously its speed, hut another reason is that we would not know how to calculate it by hand.
Either because we have never learned it or we cannot remember. H we calculated log once in school
by hand then probably just to get a bettel "feeling" of the function log in general rather then for the
result itself. As lang as we can interprete the meaning of logeS) and its computed result we actually
do not need to know how to calculate it. So we can dispatch the job of the mechanical calculation to
the calculator which does it correctly.

The successof a calculatoris (besidesits computationalspeed)dueto its user interface: It is very
straightforward to type in what you want to be calculated. So we leam very early in school how to
use such a tao!.

Success

of Computer Algebra Systems in Maths Education

For maths education the usa of a calculator is pr course. very .limited, mainly as service für pure
calculation. With the rise of computer algebra systems more powerful tools are available. Many of
them are capable of symbolic computation and they provide their own programming language. But
the more features a tool offers the more difficult it is to make the whole functionality transparent to
the user.
Nowadays there are CAS with a very complex functionality (such as Maple, Mathematica, MuPAD, etc.). In spite of their complexity they seemto be user friendly enoughto be employedin
maths education.
We can dispatch such tasks aB,e.g., integration of functions, simplification of fractions or equations
etc. to such aGAS (with samerestrictions to correctness). Even though there is no langer a keyboard
that provides a key for each operation (like e.g. a" log" -key on calculator) the instruction to the GAS
is almost as simple as the "log"-key. One types just such more or lessself explaining commands like
"Integrate[f(x),

Interactive

{x, a, b}]".

and Automated

Theorem Proving

GASare even ahle to do proofs if we consider a proof a mapping from a statement to a truth value Ca
trivial example: Mathematica maps "0 < a - a" to "false"). But aGAS does not supply a framework
1
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für interactive or automated theorem proving. The user does not have accessto any kind of logical
calculus within the system not to speak of proof planning.
Reasoning systems such as GaRE and QMEGA[1, 2] are buHt on logical calculi and they provide
means to do logical justified proof steps. They even provide methods (QMEGAnow and GaRE in
future) which abstract from the calculus-level and allow proof steps at a level that is closer to human
mathematical reasoning.
As such systems already exist, why clont we use them in education or as proof assistant? The
answer is: They are rar from being user mendly! It is still achalienge how to model formally human
like mathematical reasoning in methods, control knowledge, strategies etc. (which is not part of this
work). Moreover it is the missing intuitive interface to the user (the primat goal of this work).

Difficulties

of Building

an UI für a Theorem Prover

If we look inside a mathematical text book, we find that all those operations that eould be clone by
aGAS - like integration of funetions, simplifieation of fractions or equations ete. - have a (quasi)
formal presentation. For instanee,the equation "J sin(x)dx = eos" ean be read as an proeedure in
aGAS: "The operator Integrate applied on Bin yields eos". Or "(a2 - b2)/(a + b) = a - b" as "The
operator Simplify applied on (a2 - b2)/(a + b) yields a - b".
In eontrast we do not find formal presentation of logical operations that eould be clone by a
theorem prover. For instanee we never find (quasi) formal presentation of the application of modus
pOllens, or the forall introduetion in mathematical text book. Aetually, mathematicians rarely use
a logical ealeulus für mathematieal reasoning. Russell and Whitehead [4] showed in their Principia
Mathematiea how tedious simple proofs beeome if they obey to a formal ealeulus. Therefore, human
mathematieal reasoning has still a rather informal look.
Vnfortunately, a theorem prover does only understand formal input. Even if we try to model
human like mathematical reasoning by an interactive proof planning system it is still a system whieh
needs a formal input. Hut there is no corresponding formal presentation of tacties, methods, strategies, ete. in mathematical text books. In order to tell the system to apply Olle of the proof planning
operations we first have to learn its meaning. This includes the understanding of its formal presentation. Hut there is no cultural evolved (quasi) formal and widely understood presentation of proof
planning objects which could be the basis of the VI.
So Olle difficulty of the design of a VI für a theorem prover is that the presentation of operations should suggest their meaning much more than in GAS where the VI is rather concerned with
presentation of already understood operations.

VI for Core on the calculus level
Since the definition of the operations and components which constitutes proof planning in the new
system GORE is still in progress, it is to soon to design a UI fOTproof planning. Hut ODecan already
prove very interesting theorems interactively in GORE without the help of proof planning just using
its elegant calculus.
Actually, this calculus itself is a great improvement towards a rather human oriented logical
reasoning. Also QMEGA did already a step in this direction as its underlying calculus is natural
deduction rather then a machine-oriented calculus like resolution of the traditional automated theorem
provers. Hut also natural deduction appears tao low-Ievel to be practicable even fOTsimple proofs.
In areal mathematical proof scenario the formal presentation of the theorem to be proved is a
more or less complex logical formula. Prom formal perspective the mathematician typically wants
to focus on same subformula in order to refine it to subgoals. Using natural deduction to get access
to the subformula under focus someone is concerned with a lot of technical inference steps like e.g.
quantifier elimination.
In GORE's underlying calculus you have a straight accessto subexpressions. This means that
you set your focus there and the system provides you the complete collection of replacement rules
which are allowed to apply on the focus (within a given theory). Of course only those are applicable
which match the subexpression. The application of replacement rules yield new subgoals.
Even a user with almost no formal logic background who has no glue how the system finds the
replacement rules to a given focus has immediately an idea what to do with replacement rules namely
replacing expressions. So as soon as the user knows which subexpressionof a given complex formula
he wants to manipulate GORE does a valuable service.

2
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Though the handling of aaRE is very easy it is absolutely not user friendly in pra.ctice although
it has a GU! namely .crulI.

Features of our N ew Prototype

UI

To reveal the power of CORE to a non developer we must be aware that he gets seen impatient if
basic interactions with the system are awkward to handle. This is the easein .cruJI so far: Putting
a foeus on subformula forees the user to type in the eorresponding position as list of numbers.
The much more intuitive interaction für this goal is just pointing with the mouse to the eorresponding subformula. Before we switch to the new foeus we want to seethe seleetedfoeus highlighted
in order to be sure that the system seleets the intended subformula. Alternatively to mouse seleetion
it is eomfortable to navigate through a formula tree with arrow kerB. The seleetion of replacement
mIes should werk in a similar manner.
Before we ean do anything with CORE, the problem (Le. the theorem + the theory) must be
passed to the system. Up to now this is clone via a specifieation file written in the specifieation
language CASL (in future OpenMath will be supported tao) [3]. Existing problems must be loadable,
of course. In addition the user may modify or extend a problem or even write bis own Olle. So we
need an input editor. An input editor is a project on its own, hut we try to provide a restricted input
editor für demonstration purpose. We leave the input editors list of features open.
During the proof the user may recall some previous steps. So some means to browse through
proof history and the proof plan must be provided. Also, a graphical tree that represents the proof
plan does a good service to survey the proof proeedure. A dick on node yields the eoneerning proof
status of the history.
Of course we want astate of the art rendering of mathematieal expressions. We abandon eompletely verbalization (as verbalization is a research field on its own). Therefore, the user must be
eapable to understand logie syntax.

Implementation

of the Prototype

We try to provide most of the features mentioned above in our prototype. The basic requirement is
the facility of interaction on state of the art rendered mathematical expression. In modern browser
(e.g. Mozilla, Internet Explorer) we get this for free. Therefore, we decided to implement a browser
VI. Interaction events can be sufficiently controlled by JavaScript. This script language is also
predestinated for fast prototyping.
The purpose of the prototype is also to find the basic system architecture of the final VI. In
principle we follow the Model View Gontrol design pattern. Roughly spoken the control handles the
interaction events, the view renders the presentational layout and the model manages the logical
functionality of the interactive objects and communicates with GaRE. View and controllie on dient
side and the model on server side. We take a Lisp server which enables an easy communication with
CaR~which is also written in Lisp.

Conclusion and Outlook
We restricted our prototype GUI for GaRE to an interactive proof frontend on CORE's calculus
level. In a demo proof of "V2 is irrational", we hope to make CORE's elegant calculus visible. In
this case it shows that real world proofs can be carried out in an almost mathematical natural fashion
at a calculus level.
For more complex theorem proving a more abstract framework as developed in the proof planning
research is needed. As soon as this framework is established for GaRE we go ahead prototyping a
GUI that supports it tao.
The lang term goal is an interactive maths environment for theorem proving and proof presentation
that can be connected to a reasoning system like GaRE and to a mathematical tutor system that
supports meta reasoning in a Polya style. But it should be also possible to use it stand alone as tool
that supports the user structuring his proof ideasjust like with the pencil and paper hut with an
intelligent support of elaborated interactive features.
The demo prototype is a component within this large vision.
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Take a look at the following problem:
Let K bea field and let K[x] be the commutative polynomial ring in Olle
variable over K. Let K[J, g] be the subalgebrageneratedby the nonconstant
polynomials fand g, what are the necessaryand sufficient conditions für
K[f, g] = K[x] ?
In Dur researchgroup we are inspired by this problem and study other
problems which are related to subalgebrasgeneratedby two polynomials in
the univariate polynomial ring. Even though most of the problems are fairly
easyto formulate, the proofs are orten rar from straightforward. Most results
rely on the characteristic of the field, as für instancethe theorem, which was
first proved in [1]:
Theorem 1 Let I, 9 E K[x] \ o. Assume that the characteristic 01K does
not divide gcd(deg(f), deg(g)). 11K[!, g] = K[x] then either deg(f) divides
deg(g) or deg(g) divides deg(f).

Since most results have similar restrietions on the characteristic of the field,
or are even restricted to characteristic zero, it is natural to ask whether these
limitations are imposed by the problem or if they are a result of the method
of proof. We have tried to find a characteristic independent approach to
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these problems and have managed to prove sorneresults which are indeed
independent of the characteristic.
SAGBI bases,as introduced in [3] and independently in [2], have rnany
natural connectionsto these problems. This is illustrated by the appearance
of the SAGBI concept in the theorems below, which are a selection of the
results we have managed to prove:
Theorem 2 {f, g} is a SAGE/-basis if gcd(deg(J),deg(g)) = 1.
Theorem 3 {I, g} is a SAGBI-basis if and only if [K(x)
gcd(deg(f), deg-(g)).
Theorem 4 Let n = deg(f), m = deg(g),d = gcd(n,m}, n'

KU, g)]
.

n/d and

m' = m/d If h is the S-reducedremainder of the S-polynomialfm' - gm' and
gcd(d,deg(h)) = 1 then {I, g, h} is a SAGE/-basis.
Note that a consequence
of Theorem2 and Theorem3 is that if
gcd(deg(J),deg(g)) = 1 then K(x) = K(J,g), this howeverdoesnot imply
that K[x] = K[J,g] as can be seenfrom the example f = X2, 9 = X3.
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When we deal with real mathematical problemsin the automated reasoning, we rarely meet "absolute", unconstrained rules, definitions, statements.
Usually, everything we use is supplied with certain conditions (e.g. type constraints), so that we have to eliminate them first. For example, we can't
reduce the fraction 7 until we prove that x is non-zero.
Consider a big formula ofthe kind (...'vx(x E R+ ::> ("'7"'))"')'
It's evident that we can replace 7 with y, hut how to prove it? The task
itself seemsto be absurdive: as soon as a term dependson bound variables,
we can't reason about it. In the traditional fashion, we should first split
Dur big formula up to the quantifier bounding x, make a substitution (or
skolemization), separatex E R+, and only then make the simplification.
Olle can argue that there is no gain in any simplifications while a formula
to be simplified lies deep inside, that we would split Dur big formula anyway
to use that fraction in a proof. However, we believe that it's useful and
instructive to simplify Dur problem in it's initial form as rar as possible in
order to select the most perspective way of the proof search.
Besidesconstrained simplification, there is a question of well-definedness
of a given formula. Every occurrenceof a defined symbol must conform the
definition guards to be consistent. And it's quite important to checkthat Dur
problem is correctly formulated before investigating it seriously. But such a
verification is connectedas weIl with the reasoningabout terms containing
bound variables (regard the example above).
The same problem exists on the propositional level. Supposethat Dur
theory contains an axiom A ::> B, where A and Bare fixed propositional
letters, and consider a formula of the kind (. .. (A 1\ (... B... )) ...). Again,
it would be reasonableto replace B with T (truth) and then simplify the
whole formula. Again, we have no meansto do it directly.
Let us return to Dur first example. While the statement "x is non-zero" is
1
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surely meaningless,we can gay "x is non-zeroin this occurrenceof ~". Our
intuition prompts that side by side with the usual truth value, there exists a
so called local truth value defined with respect to a context, to sameposition
in a formula. A statement that is generally false or even meaninglesscan
becomelocally true being consideredin that position.
In the paper we develop the notion of a locally true statement. and show
that we can consistently reasonabout interiors of a formula. For the sakeof
brevity, we give Dur statements without proofs.
Preliminaries.
We cönsider the first-order languagewith the equality ~,
the logical connectives-', A, V, J, and =, and the quantifiers 'V and 3. Two
formulas Fand Gare said to be equivalent (written F :: G) if their logical
equivalenceis valid in the first-order logic, Le. F F = G. We denote the
universal closure of a formula U by 'VU.
A position is a ward in {O, I}. . The set of positions of a formula F,
denoted by n (F), is defined as follows (below, i.TI denotes { i.7r I 7r E TI } ):
II(A)

=

=

c:}

u O.n(F)
II(F * G) = c:} u O.TI(F) U l.TI(G)
II(* F)

c:}

where A is an atom
where * E {\1'x, 3x, -,}

where* E {A, V,:J, =}

An occurrence is a pair (F,7r), where F is a formula and 7r E n(F).
For every such pair, we denote by FI,.. the subformula of F at position 7r:
Fle

= F, (*

F)loo'IT= FI,.., (F * G)loo'"
= FI,..,(F * G)h"..= GI,...

Given an occurrence(F,7r) and a formula U, the formula F[Uj7r] is defined
as follows (free variables of Uare allowed to be bound in F[Uj7r]):

(* F)[UjO.7r]= (* F[Uj7r])
(F * G)[Uj1.7r]= (F * G[Uj7r])

F[Ujc] = U
(F * G)[U /0.71"]= (F[U /71"]* G)

(U);
(U)~~

(U)ö~
(U)~~

=u

(u)f~G = F ::>(U)c;
(u)f~G= F v (U)c;

= (U):
= \;Ix (U):

(u)f;G = F ::>(U)c;

= \;Ix (U):

(u)f;G = (U)c;
Note that it doesn't
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Example 1 Let F be the formula
Vx (x E N ::> Vn (n E N ::> (x::::::fib(n) =
= ((n ~ 1 /\ x:::::: 1) V x:::::: (fib(n - 1) + fib(n - 2))))))

This formula representsa recursive definition, i. e. it contains occurrencesof
the symbol being defined to the right of the "main" equivalencesign. lndeed,
tor 7r= 0.1.0.1.1.1,FI1I"= (x ~ (fib(n -1) + fib(n - 2))). We want to verify
that the arguments (n

-

1) and (n

-

2) satisfy guards of the definition and

are strictly less than n (note that the ordering must be well-founded).
Consider the second term. We should prove ((n-2)

< n):.

E N 1\ (n-2)

The latter formula i~ equal to
V'.x(XE N ::> V'n(n E N ::> ((n ~ 1/\ x ~ 1) V ((n-2)

E N /\ (n-2)

< n))))

Eut this fomula is falBe given n = x = O. And this points out amistake in
our definition: x = 0 makesfalBe the left side of the disjunction Flo.1.o.1.1'
so
we have to consider the right side with n = 0 in order to evaluate the truth
value of the whole disjunction. N ow it 's easyto build a good definition F':
'v'X(x E N :> 'v'n(n E N :> (x ~ fib(n) =
= ((n ~ 1 1\ x ~ 1) V (n ~ 2 1\ x ~ (fib(n - 1) + fib(n

- 2)))))))

Let us sketch sameimportant properties of loeal images.
Lemma 2 For any occurrence(F,7r) and a formula U, V U F (U):.
Lemma 3 For any occurrence(F,7r) and formulas U and V,

F (U = V):
Corollary 4
Corollary

::>

((U): = (V):)

F (U ::> V):

::>

F (U /\ V): = ((U):

((U):

::>

/\

(V):)

(V):)

5 Given a quantifier-free context C,

F ((UI= Vi): /\ . .. /\ (Un= Vn): /\
::>

(tl ~ SI): /\

.. . /\

(tm ~ Sm):)

::>

(C[U},. . ., Un,t},. .., tm] = C[Vi,.. ., Vn,Sb. .., Sm]):

These lemmas show that we really ean reasonabout loeally true statements: eombine them in eonjunetions, use the substitutivity of equivalenee,
apply modusponens. However, the key property of loeal images is given by
the following theorem.
3
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Theorem 6 For any occurrence(F,7r) and formulas U and V

F1=(U = V)~ ::>
Corollary

F (U):

(F[U /71"] = F[V /71"])

7 Given an occurrence(F,7I") and a formula U,
::>

(F = F[7I"/(U 1\ FI7r)])

F (U):::> (F = F[7I"/(U::> FI7r)])

SOwe can safely replace subformulas not only with equivalent formulas
hut with locally equivalent Ollesas weIl. Note that the inverseof Theorem 6
holds in the propositionallogic: FO (U = V): = (F[U/7I"]= F[V/7I"]). The
local equivalence is there a criterion of the substitutional equivalence. It's
not the Gasetor the first-order logic, where (3x x ~ 0) ~ (3x x ~ 0).
Now, why 9an we trust the reasoningstram Example I? Let us.define
adefinition as a closed formula of the form 'Vi(O(i)::> (P(i) = D(i))),
with P a predicate symbol, i a sequenceof distinct variables, 0 a guard
formula that doesn't contain P, and D a expansionformula. Consider any
occurrence (F, 71"),where FI7r = peS). If we can prove (0(8)):, then we have
(P(S) = D(S)): by Lemma 2 and CoroIlary 4 (sure, on condition that the
definition makespart of the theory). Then we can replaceP( 8) in (F, 71")
with
D(S) by Theorem 6, Le. expand the definition.
Returning back to Example 1, we can guaranteethat such an expansion
is always possible (since (n - 1 E N 1\ n - 2 E N): holds) and never infinite
(since (n - 1 < n 1\ n - 2 < n): holds).
Conclusion.
We hüpf that proposednot ion of a locally true statement ean
be useful in automated reasoning,especially,in the frame of interactive theorem proving with various proof assistants. It allowsto formalize and check
certain eorreetnessproperties of formulas with regard to a given theory. It
ean also servefür the expansionof definitions and für simplification routines.
Note that all Dur results are intuitionistie. Furthermore,the definition of
the (F,7r)-image can be easily extended to the languageof the (uni)-modal
logie: take (U)~: = O(U): and (U)g.~= O(U):. Then Dur statements
can be proved für the modallogie K, heneefür any normal modallogic.
In future, we plan to integrate this teehniqueinto a deductiveframework
and to investigate further its capabilities. In particular, we would like to
learn how transformations of a problem during a proof searchinfiuenee its
"loeal properties", Le. statements that are locally true in it.
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Introd uction

The representation formalisms für mathematics of current theorem proving systems are usually based on first-order logic, higher-order logic, >.-calculus,type
systems or set theory. In [BMM+Ol] we identified a phenomenonthat we called
'logs of information', that is, sameimportant aspectsof the knowledgea mathematician haBabout conceptsis hard to reconstruct when it is expressedin Olleof
the formalisms mentioned before. A more elaborated analysis of the differences
between representations used in mathematical textbooks and logical formalisms
is given in [KPO2].
With the poster I want to addressOlleof these shortcomings,namely propose
a frame-baseddata structure to model the hierarchal knowledgemathematicians
have about concepts and describe its application für theorem proving.

2

Motivation

New concepts in mathematical textbooks are typically introduced by its definition followed by lemmas stating the basic properties of the concepts, examples
are given and connections to already known conceptsare introduced.
As an example we take the degree0/ a polynomial. The degree deg[p(x)]
is defined as the highest exponent of the polynomial p(x). The immediate
orooerties are
deg[p(x) . q(x)] =
deg[p(x) + q(x)]
deg[p(x)]

$
=

deg[p(x)]+ deg[q(x)],
max{deg[p(x)J,deg[q(x)]},
0 Hf p(x) is a constant.
1
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These equations
-.

are so strongly
.. ...
~

connected
.

to the concept degree, that

their

use

would not oe expllcltly reIerencea.
As another example, a gro'Up can be defined as an non-empty set G and

associativeoperation0 : G x G -+ G suchthat thereexistsan neutral element
e E G so that für all x E G holds x 0 e = x = e 0 x, and für eachy E G exists
an inverse element z E G with y 0 z = e = y 0 z. Immediate results are that
the neutral element is unique and there is exactly Olle inverse element of für
each member of G. This property is so fundamental that the inverse element is
usually denoted by a function -1 : G -+ G with x 0 X-I = e. The new concept
group can be connected to already introduced conceptsas monoid, since every
group is a monoid.
It seemsthat the immediate results are used by mathematicians as if they
would belang to the definition of the concept itself. Theoremsabout subsumed
definitions allow the transfer of knowledgeto other concepts. This hierarchical
structure is hard to retrieve when the concepts are defined by a formula and
every property is uniformly encoded as theorem.
I argue that the hierarchical knowledgeabout conceptscan be important für
theorem proving system, because:

. The structure of mathematical textbooks should instruct the reader how
to work with the introduced concepts. Since this structure is important
für human reasoning it could be important to enhancethe reasoning capabilities of theorem proving systems.

. A mathematician as user of a theorem proving system would expect that
the system is able to apply the knowledge he trivially connects with a
concept.

3

Frames

Kerber introduced in [Ker92] a frame data structure for mathematical concepts
to be used für mathematical databases. A very similar object-oriented encoding
is proposed by Vemitski [Ver] für the use in education systems and databases.
A frame is data structure with the slots given in the following table:
concept
parameters
equivalent
simple
typical

definitions

properties
examples

The slots contain lists of objects corresponding to the label of the slot. The
information encoded in the frame representation shall be used to allow the
followinl!; functionalities:

. Inheritance of frames: properties of a concept can be accessedfrom subsumed concepts.
2
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. Flexible formalisation: different views on objects can be expressedby

.

different definitions given in the slot equivalent

definitions.

Choosesimple condition to establish an assertion: equivalent definitions
allows to choosehow to prove that an object is an instance of a concept.

. Detection of 'situations': detection of a property becomesmore independent from the actual problem encoding, it can be accessedvia the inheritance of frarnes.

. Gontext attached to objects: it becomespossible to get an answer to the
question "What is known about the object x."

. Prove trivial assertions: a mechanism to prove assertions that are direct
conclusions of the knowledge encoded in frames. This can be used to
introduce the notion 'trivial.'

.

(Presentation: use the knowledge about conceptsto explain proof steps.)

With the poster I will present an implementation of the frame representation in
the OMEGAsystem [SBB+O2] and possible applications für proof planning.
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Abstract
This poster is about the UpenMath related Java software developed at lUAlJA U4J). 'l'hlS lISt 01 sottware
includes: an API für handling OpenMath objects ([5]), MathBook ([2]) an OpenMath-based document markup
language, OpenMath shells ([7]), several phrasebooks, and a JSP tag library für handling OpenMath ([6]),
among other products.
OpenMath([3]) is a language designed für the representation of mathematical objects. It haB evolved from
its initial goal of being the lingua franca among computer algebra packagesto that of being the language used
für communicating mathematics among computational packages. OpenMath focuses on the content side of
mathematics with the understanding that für presentation it is better to use MathML([l]).
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Formal Concept Analysis arose around 1980'sas a result of a systematic
framework developmentof lattice theory applicationsby a researchgroup in
Darmstadt University of Technology,Germany.It is a field of applied mathematics used für deriving implicit conceptual structuresout of explicit knowledge. Formal Concept Analysis is based on the mathematical formalization
of the philosophical understanding of concept and conceptualhierarchy, borrowing mathematical foundations from lattice theory.A concept is constituted
by two parts: its extension, which consistsof all the objects belonging to the
concept, and its intention which contains the attributes common to all objects
of the concept.This formalization allows to form all conceptsof a context and
introduce a subsumption hierarchy betweenthe concepts,giving a complete
lattice called the concept lattice of the context.
Formal Concept Analysis looks at knowledgerepresentation and processingfrom a mathematical order theoretic point of view.It allows graphical representation of structured knowledge as conceptual hierarchies and
mathematical thinking für conceptual data analysisand knowledge processing.Knowledge is representedas conceptsin the nodesof the concept lattice
ordered by the subsumption relation, giving a taxonomy.Conceptlattice is
used to query the knowledge and to derive implicit information about the
knowledge.
Isabelle is a generic theory development environment für implementing
1
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logical formalisms.It haB been instantiated to support reasoning in several
object-logics like first-order-logic, higher-order-logic, Zermelo-Fraenkelset
theory and T, 84 and 843 modal logic systems.Specializationof Isabelle tor
Higher Order Logic is called Isabelle/HOL [l].lsabelle/HOL theorem proving
environment provides an ML programming language-likeinteractive interface
tor theory and proof development.Isarextensionof Isabelle [2] providesa conceptually different view on machine-checkedproofs through an interpreted
languageenvironment which is a more robust and comfortable development
platform, with support tor theory developmentgraphs and single-steptransactions.
Isabelle theories consist of a signature which contains necessarytyping and parsing information, and a collection of axioms.A theory definition extends an existing theory with new signature specifications and axioms.Developmentof a theory may involve many other theories in a hierarchy.Each Isabelle proof works in a single theory associatedwith the proof
state, hut many theories may exist at the sametime.
My aim is to implement the theory of Formal Concept Analysis in Isabelle/HOL proof assistant.My motivation is to build a Formal Concept
Analysis tool tor knowledge representation and query on the concept lattice with machine-checkedtheory. In my implementation I will use the Isar
extension tor better readability of proofs and easeof implementation.For
the ordering and lattices in Formal Concept Analysis, I will use Markus
Wenzel's orders, bounds, lattices and complete lattices theories [3] in Isabelle/HOL.Implementation of the theory will proceed following the textbook Formal Concept Analysis [4].1will start the implementation with formal definitions of context, concept, common objects (extent) and common
attributes (intent) of a concept and will proceedwith the proof ofbasic theorem.My aim is to be ahle to prove the major theoremsof the subject covered
in [4].
Keywords: Knowledge Representation,Formal Concept Analysis, concept lattice, Isabelle/HOL Proof Assistant.
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Abstract
Westudyaformal specificationofthe shareddata spacearchitecture,JavaSpaces.ThisJavatechnologyprovidesa virtual spacefor entities,like clients and servers,to communicateby sharingobjects.
Weuse j.LCRL[7, 2J, a languagethat combinesabstract data typeswirk processalgebra[1, 5J, to
model an abstraction of this coordination architecture. Besidesthe basic primitives write, readand
take,Dur modelalso capturesthe eventnotification mechanism,transactionsand leasing.
Theformal model can be usedto verify distributedJavaSpaces
applicationsand to evaluatethe architectureitself and its possibleextensionsor modifications.

1 Introduction
It is weIl known that the design of reliable distributed system can be an extremely arduous task.
The parallel composition of processeswith a simple behavior can even produce a wildly complicated
system. The use of coordination architectures is a suitable way to manage the complexity of specifying
and programming large distributed applications.
We study the JavaSpacestechnology which is basedin Linda [4] and provides a platform für designing
distributed computing systems. Protocols built under this technology are modeled as a ftow of objects
between the space and the external processes. The spacehandlesthe details of concurrent accessto the
common repository. The interface provided by JavaSpacesis essentially composed by insertion (write)
and lookup primitives (read, take, readIfExists and takeljExists). The objects in the space are leased
für aperiod of time, after it they are automatically removed by the space. Programmers can specify
a timeout to the look up operations meaning how long the operation is willing to wait für a matching
entry. JavaSpacessupports a transactional model ensuring that a set of grouped operations are performed
atomically. Processescan register their interest in future incoming entries, the spacenotifies the arrival
of new entries by sending events. Figure 1 shows an overview of the architecture, für more information,
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read(waiting)

Figure 1. JavaSpacesarchitecture overview

The goalsof this researchare: to evaluatethe featuresof the JavaSpaces
architectureandits possible
variationsandto verify the correctness.ofJavaSpaces
applications.Therefore,we specifyafonnalmodel
coveringthe main characteristicsof the technologyin jLCRL,a languagewhich combinesabstractdata
typeswith processalgebra[7]. The verification of the systemsis düneby simulation,visualizationof
the statespaceand model checkingusing the combinationof jLCRLand CADP tool sets.

2

Specification

A JlCRL specification is composed by two parts: the definition of the data types, called sorts and
the processesdefinitions which are composed by parameterizedactions and process variables combined
using the operators: .,+,11,sum CE), that express the possibility of infinite choice of one element of a
gort, and the conditional expression "if-then-else" denotedp <J b [> q, where bis a boolean expression,
p and q process tenns. If b is true then the system behavesasp otherwise it behaveslike q.
The space is modeled as a single process calledjavaspace. External agents are implemented as separate processesexecuted in parallel with the space. A JavaSpacessystem is specified in JlCRL as folIows:

System = javaspace(...)

11

externaLPo(ido:Nat,...)

11externaLP1(id1:Nat,...)

11...

The arguments of the javas pace process represent the curnmt state of the space. They are composed by: stored objects, active transactions, the CUITenttime, active operations, notify registrations, et
cetera. . . Extemal processes interact with the space by means of a set of synchronous actions, derived
from the JavaSpacesAPI. Every process has a unique identification number used by the spaceto control
the accessto the common repository. Processesuse the gort Entry to encapsulatethe shareddata.
The insertion of a new entry into the spaceis clonewith the action write which has tour arguments:the
process identification number of the gort Nat (naturals), the entry of the gort Entry, the leaseof naturals
and the reference to a transaction (null if it is not submitted to any olle). When the spacereceivesa write
request, it automatically encapsulatesthe entry, with its lease and the reference to the transaction, in an
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The JavaSpacesspecification gaysthat a look up request searchesin the spacetor an Entry that matches
the template provided in the action. If the match is found, a reference to a copy of the matching entry
is returned. If no match is found, null is returned. We do not use templates to model the matching
operation hut by adding to every invocation Olle predicate, as argument, which determines if an Entry
matches or not the action. This predicate belangs to the gort Query, defined by the user according to
the specification of the Entry. The gort rollst include the operator test used to perform the matching.
An entry of the space will match a look up action if it satisfies the associated test predicate. Look up
operations are not atomic, they are perfonned by means of two synchronous actions. First, the process
makes the request and blocks waiting tor a matching entry or tor the timeout expiration. The space
stores this request in a set with other pending requests and afterward it returns, using a different action,
a matching entry, if it is found, or a null value, if the timeout hagexpired.
Processescan join several operations in such a way that either all of them complete or none are
executed. The behavior of all the primitives would be slightly different depending on whether they are
executed under a transaction or not. Transactions are modeled by a system of lock sets in which the
changesdüne by the primitives are stored until the transaction commits or aborts.
The space also manages a set of registered processesthat wait tor the arrival of new entries. When
a new entry matches a registration query, the space send a notification event to the associatedlistener
through a non reliable network (modeled as a different process), that can always loose or duplicate it.
3

Example

In this section, we are going to fonnalize a simple JavaSpacesapplication to show the possibilities of
the j.tCRL tool set tor system model checking. The system is inspired by the classical arcadegamePingPong, in which two players throw Olle ball from Olle to the other. This example hag been laken from the
chapter 5 of the book "JavaSpacesTMPrinciples, Patterns, and Practice" [6]. The players are modeled
by two processescalled Fing and Fang which communicate by means of an entry that encapsulatesthe
ball. They play during a fixed number of rounds. The following fragment of j.tCRL code specifies the
players process:

proc player(id:Nat,name:Name,round:Nat)
=
take(id, NULL, FOREVER, forMe(name))
.Ee:Entry
(Return(id,e)
.print(name)
.write(id, ball(other(name)),
NULL, FOREVER))
.player(id,name,S(round))
<J It(round, maxRounds) [> 0
A player, first tries to gel the ball from the space by performing a take action, then he executesthe
external action Print used to infonn the environment that he haggot the entry. Finally, the player writes
the ball back and loops increasing the counter of rounds. The complete system is composed by the
parallel composition of the two instances of the player process, Ping and Pang, and the javaspaces
process, which initially hag a ball directed to Fing.
To each j.tCRL specification belangs a labeled transition system (LTS) being a directed graph, in which
the nodes represent states and the edges are labeled with actions. If this transition system has a finite
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number of states the JlCRL tool set can automatically generate this graph. Subsequently, the C.f:SAR
ALDEBARAN DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE(CADP) can be used to visualise and to analyse this transition
system. Figure 2 shows the generatedLTS of a the extemal behavior of the two rows game.

Figure 2. External behavlor of 2 rows simple Ping-Pong game

The fair executionof the garneis 0-3-1-2-4. If the time reachesthe boundthe systemhalts,andit's
possiblethat the systemstopsbeforeall the rows havebeencompleted,this behaviorcorrespondsto the
transitions0-4, 3-4 and 1-4.
Propertiescan be automaticallyverified by the Evaluatortool from the CADP package.Theseproperties are expressedin in the regular altemation-freeJL-calculus[9]. For example,a safety property
expressesthe prohibition of "bad" executionsequences.The following fonnula meansthat the player
Fing cannotthrow the ball twice in a row:

[ true* . "print( Ping)" . (not "print( Pong)")* . "print( Ping)" ] false
Our modelsupportsmorecomplicatedsystems,für example,we introducea small changein themIes
of the game:once a player catchedthe ball, he hagone time unit to put it back in the space,otherwise
he loosesthe game. We model this approachby using transactions.After a player hagperformedthe
takE,he createsa transactionleasedfür one second.Once the write operationis düne, the transaction
cancommit:
proc

player(id:Nat,name:Name,round:Nat)
=
take(id, NULL, FOREVER, forMe(name))
.2::e:Entry(Return(id,e)
.2::trc:Nat(create(id, trc, 8(0))
.(write(id, ball(other(name)),
trcFOREVER) ,
---,

+ Exception(id, trc).looser(name»
.(print(name)
+ Exception(id, trc).looser(name»
.(commit(id, trc))
+ Exception(id, trc).looser(name»)
.player(id,name,S(round))
<I Itlround-

4

maxRounds)

I> Ii

ronrln~ion

We havebuilt a formal specificationof the JavaSpaces
technologythat coversits maiß features,see
references[11, 12]. The formal model attemptsto study andclarify the issuesthat were unclearor ambiguousin the JavaSpaces
specification.Furthermore,the modelhasbeensuccessfullyusedto model
check samesimple distributedapplications.Other approachesto verificationof coordinationarchitecturescanbe found in [8, 3].
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